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Holland City News.
VOL. VIII.-NO.34. HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1879. WHOLE NO. 398.
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$ltf iMltuul (City gtca*'!.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE,
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per j/ear if pud in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 f
paid at six month*.
JOB PRIMTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Oho square of ten linen, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
rllrnt insertion, and 25 cents for each buIikiv
Quent insertion lor any period under three
mouth*.













5 00 I H 00
8 00 1 10 00
10 00 i 17 00
17 00 I 25 IK)
25 (K) I 40 041
40 00 05 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marrlagei. and Deaths pub-
lished whitont charge for subscribers.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.' Two IX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Rail Roads.
Chicago & West Michigan E. E.
Taken Effect, Sunday May 2o, 1879.
Arrive at Leave
Trains. Holland, IMand,
Grand Rapids. \ 1 40 a. m.“ “ 11.55a. m. f 5.20 ““ “ t 10.00 p. 111. 3.30 p.m.
Muskegon, Peniwaler
& Rig Rapids. *10.25 a. ra. 5.25 a. m.“ " 10.30 “ 3.35 p. m.“ “ | 10.05 p.m. *0.10 “
New Rutlalo &
Chicago. | 1.30 a.m. 12.00 ““ *• f 5 15 “ * 10 4.5 a.m.“ “ 3 2.5 p. m. i 10.15 p. m.“ “ * 5.55
• Mixed trains,
t Dully except Sunday and Monday.
J Daily except Saturday,
j Mondays ouly.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
line which is 20 minutes later thuu Columbus
time.
Grand Haven Eail Head.
Taken Effect, Monday, Jane 23, 1879.
Gslsz Worth. Qci&g South.
No. 4. No. 2. STATIONS. No. 3. No. 1,
p. in, a. in. p. m. a. m.
12 2D Muskegon, 2 17
11 47 Ferrysburg, 2 50
8 28 11 42 Grand Haven, 2 54 6 15
7 57 11 12 Pigeon, 3 22 6 53
7 30 10 44 Holland, 8 55 7 22
7 12 10 25 Fillmore, 4 13 7 12
6 23 9 35 Allegan, 5 00 8 35
FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
E. C. Leavenworth. Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAU.MGAKTKL, Agent,
Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R. &
R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for IMaluwell, Kalama-
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac., Ac.
giusincjis Directory.
AUornayi.
"OWARD, M. I)., Claim Agent, Attorney and
. Notary Public ; Ri. or street.
ViC BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at
ivl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. "No. 11
River street.
J)ARK8, W. U. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and Klghth streets.
fpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
1 Agent. Ofttcoin Kenyon A Van Putteu’s bunk
Eighth street.
Bunllnff tsd Ixehisgi.
TTAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col-
V lectlug, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth
9-lystreet.
Btrbtri.
T \E G ROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
\J shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea-
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
Commlulos Uirehtat.
J^EACH BRO'8, Commission Merchants, andU dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. OlHce in Brick
store cor. Eighth A Msb streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Statist.
r\ EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and of-
vJ lice on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s
Bboe store.
Drag! and Medicine i.
TNOESBURG, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medl-
XJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes. Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefally put up: Eighth «t.
Vf EENQ9, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med-
JVi icines, Fancy Goods, Tqllet Articles and Per-
nmeries. River street.
•fTAN FATTEN, Wr., Dealer in Drugs, Medl-
v cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Va» Dim Biro's Family Medicines; Eighth 8t.
TTrALSH HEBBK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
v V full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
.ness.
foraitars.
ATEYER H. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fnr-
Jl nltnre.CnrUlns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
Osniral Deulen.
YTAN PUTTEN G., General Dealers. In Dry
V Goods, Groceries. Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions. etc.; River st.
LivirvaalSile Gtitlei.
l>OON E H„ Livery and Hale Hlable. Office
I) and barn on Market street. Everylhiug first-
class.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Hale Hlable;
iV Office of Dally Stage Lino to Sangatuck, »th
street, near Market.
Meat Varkett.
JiOONK, C.. Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
|> Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co., Mich. 2-ly
Out DMct*.
Produce, Etc.
Apples, bushel ................. $ 25 ft 80
Beaus, V bushel ....... * ........... ̂  yu
Butter, ̂  lb ....................... (y
Clover seed, p lb ................. ft in
Eggs, ft dozen .................. ft j«
Houoy,$>B> ....................... ft ]o
Hay, V ton ....... ............. ft ...
Onions. $ bushel ................. ft 85
Potatoes. $1 bushel ................ ft 3D
Tlmothv Seed, V bushel ........... ft 2 00
Wool, $ lb .... ................
Wood, Staves, Etc,
IjUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mar-
D ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hind.
UITE.J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
yANDKRHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.
Xmhetoriet, Ullli, Shcpi, Etc.
riEALD.R.K., Manufacturer of andDealerin
II Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowlim Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
IJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of IHugyer Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Y17TLMS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
vv Iron and Wood combination Pnn\ps. Cor-
HUh and River streets.
HoUrv Putlipi
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Ool-
ectlons made In Holland and vicinity.
y.\N 8CHELVEN, G., Justice of the Peace,
V Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend’s Block.
Benefactors.
When a board of eminent physicians
and chemists annonneed the discovery
that by combining some well known valu-
able remedies, the most wonderful medi-
cine was produced, which would cure
such a wide range of diseases that most
all other remedies could be dispensed with,
many were sceptical; but proof of its mer-
its by sctual trial has dispelled all doubt,
and to-day the discoverers of that g?eat
medicine, Hop Bitters, are honored and
blessed by all as benefactor!.
Cordwood, maple, dry ................... $ 2 50“ “ greou ......... ........ 2 00“ beach, dry ...................... goo" Kri!«n ..................... 1 75
Hemlock Bark ...................... ft4 00
Slave*, pork, white oak .............. ftlO 00
.Staves, Tierce, “ 12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... .. ft g 54
Headingboltt, hardwood .................... 2 75
Stave holts, softwood ........................ 2 25
Stave bolls, hardwood .................... 8 00
Railroad ties ................................. 10
Shingles, A ra .......................... 3 2 00
Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white bushel ........ new" ft 100
Corn, shelled y bushel ............. 40
Oats, y bushel ..................... ft 25
Buckwheat, V bushel ............... 40
Bran, y ton ........................ ft ll(K)
Feed, yum ......................... 17 00
“ V 100 lb ...................... 125
Barley, V 100 lb ................... 1 (K)
Middling, y 100 .. ................ 85
Klonr. yiOOlh ................... 2 60
Pearl Barley, y 1(X) !b ....... ...... 3 00 ft 4 00
Meats, Etc.
Phyilciini
A 811. II. L.. Surgeon, Physician and Accouch-
il eur. Office at his residence, Overysel, Mich.
r EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
XJ corner Eleventh and River street oppesite
public square.
T EDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon;
AJ office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
A M. L. S. K. R. crossing.
llfC CULLOCH TH08., Physician, Surgeon and
1 L Accoucheur. Office, Van Patten's Drugstore,
Holland, Michigan.
QCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysiclan. Office at the
0 First Ward Drug Store, 8th Street.
Vf ANTING, A. G„ Physician and Surgeon;
Al office at Graafrclinp Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 A. M. 28-ly.
|>E8T, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, Zeeland,
IJ^ Mich. Office at De Krulf's drug-store.
Phnsgripher.
T flGGlNS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gul-
UL lery opposite this office.
Siidlen.
ITAUPELL, IL, Manufacturer of anddealenn
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
Eighth street.
Tshueeoftni Cigars.
rpK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
A. Cigars, Suufl, Pipe*, etc.; Eighth street.
Watelui asi lexalry.
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
fj and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
Jtocwtifsi.
I. 0. of 0- F.
IIoLLANnClty Lodge, No. 192,Indcp»!ndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular mootings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
M. Haqiunuton, N. G.
Will II. Rogers, R. 8.
F. & A. K.
A Reoular Communication of Onity Lodge,
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct.
29, at7o’clock, sharp.
Otto Breyxan, W. M.
W. II. Joslin, Sec'v.
 special
Buckltnfs A mica Salve,
The best Salve In the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
puarranteed to give perfect satisfaction in
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
Holland, Michigan.
P. OTTK. fl. van DEI* WEYDEN.
P. OTTE & CO.
Manufacturers and Jobbers of
FINE CIGARS
24 South Division Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Beef, dressed per lb ...................... 4 ft 4jtf
Pork, *• •* 4 G», 4j*
I.ard, ................ 6 ft 8
Smoked Meat ........................... 8 ft W
•* Ham .......................... 5 ft 6
“ Shoulders ............. 4 ft 5
Tallow, per Tb ........................... 6 ft 7
Turkeys. “ .............. 7 ft 9
Chickens, dressed uer lb ................ (ft 0
FURNITURE!
PRICES WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE
LOWEST !
New Goods Just Received !








01 all kinds and prices.
OLD MACHINES taken in exchange, and re-
paired.
NEEDLES, OIL. ATTACHMENTS and PARTS
for all Sewing Machine*.





For the Holland City New*.
We are also Agents for the Celebrated ANTI-
SEPTIC FLUID for preserv-
ing the Dead.
f^-Pleaso come and give us a call.8»-&no. H. MEYER A CO.
An Honest Medicine.
Of all medicines advertised to cure any
affection of the Throat, Chest or Lungs,
we know of none we can recommend so
highly as Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Hoarseness, Tick-
ling in the Throat, loss of voice, eic. This
medicine does positively cure, and that
where everything else has failed. No med-
icine can show one half so many positive
and permanent cures as have already been
effected by this iruly wonderful remedy.
For Asthma and Bronchitis it is a perfect
specific, curing the very worst cases in the
shortest time possible. We say by all
means give it a trial. Tried boWes ten
cents. Regular size $1.00. For sale by
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
An Astonishing Fact,
A large proportion of the American peo-
ple are to-day dying from the effects of
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
of these diseases upon the masses of intel-
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as it ought hi be. There is no
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions of
bottles of this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues, with satiafactory
results In every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi-





The Pessink Bros, are still keeping np
their reputation of taking the lead in this
city in the cigar business. Try an M and
N. stubb, or a D and F, or a Cuba cigar,
La Garita, among the 10 cent specimens,
or if you wisb for the best 5 cent cigar in
the country, take the Doctor’s Prescrip-
tion, and the Perfection; or, the celebrated
Virginians, 2 for 5 cents; or if not satisfied
with them, then try them all, only 20
brands on hand. Come in and we will
show them to you, as well as our large
stock of tobaccos. PESSINK BROS.
A fresh supply and a fall assortment of
choice family groceries always on hand at32-2w D. BERTSCH.
From the earliest times emigration has
been the remedy for a great number of
social evils, and many colonics and coun-
tries owe their existence to that 8(»urcc.
Sometimes emigration 1ms been caused
by political or religious oppression, and at
oilier times through over population, failure
of crops or the imperfect social condition
of nations. Particularly is this the case in
the present century. It has been one of
the principal causes of individual and na-
tional prosperity, and the number of
emigrants, that have come from the old
to the new world, during the Iasi hundred
years, may ho counted by millions.
Emigration has not yet ceased to be a
great source of welfare, and it is unques-
tiouablv certain, that enterprising and
industrious people can only impnive their
opportunities by leaving crowded cities,
where scarcely employment cun be found,
for new, sparsely populated, and by nature
richly endowed regions, where they cau
find belter opportunities to profitably em-
ploy iheir abilities.
Il I look around me here In Chicago, 1
see everywhere hundreds of able lann-
bands Irom the old cjuntry, whose best
efforts only provide themselves and fami-
lies with a mere existence.
If I am well informed, the same neces-
sity for emigration exists, In a more or less
degree, in many of the older settled agri-
cultural districts of this and neighboring
States. The lands have become too valu-
able lo afford people of small means a
chance to sellle themselves as farmers,
and many of the older selllers lack the
opportunity to start their sons in agricul-
tural pursuits. It is a fact, that even here
in ourjfdApted country, there exists a local
overpopulation, in consequence of which
wages are depressed, aud the struggle for
an existence aud independence becomes
as difficult as in Europe. Still, the differ-
ence between the old and the new world is
verv apparent. There all the farmland is
under cultivation, and very expensive, and
here we have unoccupied and fertile land
in abundance, to be obtained ul ridicu-
lously low figures. Here we have ouly to
apply the remedy, so readily at our com-
mand, and the cure is perfected.
Such considerations as these have led me
to become interested in llie scheme of Mr.
C. W. McLean, of Newbcrne, N. C., which
gentleman Inis formed the project of start-
ing a colony, lo convist of Hollanders ex-
clusively. We differed, however, in one
particular, to which } will presently reler.
It was about the first of February, of
this year, that I met Mr. McLean, and he
expressed his desire to receive instruction
from me in the Holland language, for the
nurpose of spending the summer in the
Netherlands, with the object of turning
the tide of emigration to North Carolina.
I thought it impossible for any man to
master a foreign language in so short a
lime, and moreover considered it very
improbable that his efforts in Holland
would have the desired effect. A Hol-
lander is naturally very prudent, perhaps
even a little suspicious, aud, as a rule, not
inclined to confide in a stranger. If he
desires lo emigrate to America, he gener-
ally goes there where he finds friends or
relatives with whom ho can converse, and
Irom whom he knows advice and assist-
ance can he obtained. Il was ft)r this
reason that I advised Mr. MeLean to
change his plan as far as his visit to Hol-
land was concerned. I thought that he
should first try to establish a colony of
Hollanders already settled in the United
States, who are acquainted with the lan
guage, and more able to ascertain the
merits of his scheme. If that object could
be attained, and the Holland cohmists set-
tled on Mr. McLean’s land would discover
that by industry and close application they
could clevale themselves to a state of inde-
pendence and prosperity, then, I thought,
more than half the difficulty would have
been overcome, half the work would have
been accomplished, the success of the col-
ony assured and the direct emigration
would naturally follow. It did not cost
me very much trouble to persuade Mr.
Mr. McLean to follow my advice, and in
consequence the trip to Holland has been
temporarily postponed. Very soon Mr.
McLean's object became known here,
and the interest manifested was so great,
that entirely without bis knowledge a
meeting was called f4>r the 17th of Febru-
ary, by the society “ Nut eu Genocgen,”
from this city, and a large number of my
countrymen assembled for the purpose of
becoming more familiar with this plan of
colonization. »
The undersigned was quite unexpectedly
invited by the chairman of the meeting to
give what information he could in the
premises. It was with great reluctance
that I complied with his desire, for the
reason that I could not communicate any-
thing but what I had learned from Mr.
McLean, then a stranger to me. I was
therefore afraid to speak. On the one
hand, the danger threatened that I might
draw a nicer picture of hit plan than it
deserved. My countrymen had already
fallen too many times the victims of the
same kind of imprudence, and I did not
desire to be instrumental to a repetition of
the same wrong. But, on the other bond,
hit plan appeared to me so very favorable,
and offered so many advantages, that I
feared to thwart it by mistrust and sus-
picion.
However, all that has now changed. I
have read a letter written by a Hollander,
who has for many years resided in North
Carolina. I have seen and spoken with
the members of the Holland families who
emigrated from here last March to the oni-
ony of Mr. McLean, at Havelock, and I
have but recently returned in company
with Mr. J. Van der Poel, of this cily,
from that section of the country. It was
at the tequest and at the expense of Mr.
McLean that we undertook to make this
visit, as it was his desire that the Holland-
ers should he Informed by their own coun-
trymen of everything (hut might iniereat
them.
It Uaik us just sixteen days to make the
trip. Mr. Van der Poel proposed to send
an account of his observations to Lc
Qrondwet. His report will undoubtedly
he read with a great deal of inlerest by all
practical farmers, and ho considered of
great value, as he descends from a family
of farmers In the Netherlands, and bus
been «»ue himself for many years. As lor
myself, I can’t lay any claim to being an
expert, hut my intercourse as public in-
structor for a period of thirty years with a
class of people who;1 for the greatest part,
provided for their wants by agriculture
and cattle-raising, has exercised some in-
fluence over me. I will therefore take the
liberty to give an account of my observa-
tions in regnrd to land and products. Mr.
Van der Poel and myself write independ-
ently of each other. We have both been
over the same ground, hut have refrained
from conversing much about it, lest one
might influence the other. Only by rend-
ing the different newspapers, who have so
kindly offered to publish this matter, can
we become acquainted with each other’s
views. Our reports will probably differ
materially, but as wo wish that nothing
hut the truth be known, our readers can
ouiy benefit thereby. My ecnitficnts,
though truthful, cannot help but be re-
garded with favor by those interested in
such a project.
Yet I do not advise anybody to establish
ul first institutinghimself there, witho t
cither a rigid personal examination, or
else by some one in whom he places con-
fidence, and on whose Judgment he cun
positively rely. The step is of too great a
consequence to be rashly undertaken, on
reading the favorable report of a person,
as little known ns I am. I do, however,
earnestly advise those inclined lo emigrate
not to allow this opportunity, which I con-
sitter the best ever offered, to escape them
without first making a cnrclul inquiry,
and therefore hope tlinl many others may
soon follow our example and satisly them-
selves, by a personal examination, of the
many advantages offered. The railway
companies are in favor of this plan of col-
onization, and were kind enough to give
us tickets at greatly reduced rates. The
trip itself cau be a source of enjoyment to
all people who may be fond of seeing na-
ture in all its grandeur and beauty. We
left Chicago tor Baltimore via the Balti-
more, Ohio and Chicago Railroad; from
Baltimore we traveled by steamer to Nor-
folk and Portsmouth to Newberue. To
get the most enjoyment out of the trip, It
Is necessary to leave Chicago for Baltimore
in the evening, and Baltimore for Chicago
in the morning, or rice vena. By so doing,
one sees in coming back that which ho
missed in the night in going out. The
steamers from Baltimore to Norfolk al-
ways travel at night. If, therefore, on
leaving Baltimore one goes to b«d right
after supper, so as to be able to rise with
daybreak, he can spend u few hours in
viewing the beautiful hay and its shores
on approaching Norfolk. In returning,
the same plan should he followed, so as to
enable one to use the early morning for
the observation of the beautiful scenery
that meets his eye on approaching Balti-
more. From Portsmouth to Newbcrne we
traveled in day time. Havelock is situated
on the Atlantic and North Carolina Rail-
road, half way between Newbcrne and
Morchcad City. On this road we obtained
transportation free of charge. The Presi-
dent of this railroad company, Colonel
John Whitford, had. even the extreme kind-
ness to run an extra train, early in the
morning, from Newbcrne to Havelock, for
our accommodation, bo that we should not
lie compelled to uselessly pass an entire
day in Newbcrne. At present there only
run two regular trains dally, one early in
the morning from Morehead City to New-
berne, and the other in the evening trom
Newbcrne to Morehead City.
It is only with gratefulness that we can
think of the kindness of the officers of the
different railroad companies. Our recep-
tion was very cordial, and the number of
polite attentions paid us by many gentle-
men and their families with whom we had
the pleasure of meeting, as well in New-
berne as in other places, is beyond all
praise. We passed in their company some
very agreeable days, as well at the time of
our visits to different plantations around
Newberne as on the occasion of our in-
spection of the land destined for the colony
at Havelock.
At this place we enjoyed for a few days
the most friendly hospitality of Colonel
R. PJ Williams and his amiable wife, who
live id the immediate vicinity of the sta-
tion. It is a real pleasure to me to recall
the kindness and hospitality shown us, anjl
for it hereby express my heartfelt thanks.
One more preliminary remark I think
of enough Importance to make, before I
start with my report, because it is to indi-
cation of what treament the Hollanders
may expect from the inhabitants of North
Carolina. The number of persons, of all
ranks and classes, that I have met and
spoken with, is so ereat that they cannot he
easily estimated, hut I cau give the posi-
tive assurance that all, from the governor
of the State down to the bnmblest laborer,
are most favorably disposed toward this
proposed Holland colonization, and ex-
press their iiope that Mr. McLean’s efforts
may be crowed with the best success.
P. Van Vussinoen.
Chicago, Aog, Uth, 1879.
[TO BE COHTISUID].
. . ____ . . . ... . _____ L ..... ...  ____ ^ ____ ; ___
$1)1181(1! 4% $«»*•
, HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
During a fire in Wesl Fortieth street,
New York, Mrs. Schwab and son were proba-
bly fatally injured by jumping from a window.
....A strange case of kidnapping is reported
from Buffalo, N Y. A scoundrel called a little
girl from school, pretending that her father had
Been injured and wished her to come to him.
On arriving at the building where he was rep-
resented as lying, she was looked in a room,
and made to write a note to her parents asking
them to give the bearer |500, in order that no
harm might befall her. Before finishing the
letter she begged for freedom, promising on
oath to get the money herself and return with
it The scoundrel thereupon released her, but
when she reached home she related the history
of the affair, and her abductor was easily ap-
prehended.
John Elliott, a wealthy resident of
Williamsburg, N. Y., and his wife were killed
a few days ago by a runaway accident
The great six-days' contest at the
Madison Square Gardens, New York, for the
Astley belt, emblematic of the world’s cham-
pionship, was won by Rowell, the Englishman.
The official score is as follows: Rowell, 590
miles; Merritt, 515 miles; Hazael, 500)^ miles;
Hart, 471 miles; Weston, 455 miles; Ennis,
450x miles; Krohne, 450% miles; Taylor,
250% miles. ,
Justin L. Gunn, a paper manufact-
urer of Bridgewater, Mass., was recently mur-
dered by his son, aged 22 years.for the purpose of
obtaining possession of $40,000 worth or prop-
erty which the father possessed.
A new Roman Catholic church cost-
ing $4,000,000, and said to be the finest parish
church in the United States, has just been
dedicated at Norwich, Ct. . . .In the suit brought
by the United States against Samuel J. Tildeu
to recover certain sums alleged to 1)6 due from
him for income taxes during 1809 to 1872, in-
clusive, over and above the amounts paid by
him, a motion was made in the United States
District Court at New York, a few days ago, by
Tilden’s counsel, for a oil! of particulars.
Judge Choate has made an elaborate decision
in the matter, and says that tbe motion must
be denied upon well-settled rules of practice
relating to the matter of bills of particulars.
The Supreme Court of Rhode Island
has disposed of the Sprague case by appoint-
ing Robert Thompson trustee of the property
of Mrs. Kate Chase Sprague. The action of
the court is tantamount to a divorcement of the
parties so far as property in terests are con-
cerned..... Rowell, tho winner of the Astley
belt in the New York pedestrian contest, re-
ceives one-half of the net receipts, or about
34,000. Pretty good pay for six days’ labor.
J ohn W. Carroll, a reputable citi-
zen of Oil City, Pa., attended the sessions of
the Freethinkers at Chautauqua Lake, N. Y., a
short time ago. where ho heard Bob Ingersoll
speak for tbe first time. He returned home in
a state of intense excitement, and has since be-
come wildly insane.
THE WEST.
One hundred and fifty negro emi-
to battle against tbe devouring element
The wildest excitement prevailed on acaount
of the fearful force of the fiamee, and the peo-
ple thought of but little beside saving their own
lives, hundreds escaping with onlytheir night-
clothea. Every team within miles of the city
was called into service to help save what
could be got out About 125 buildings, beside
fifty or suty dwelling houses, were dostroved.
The loss is variously estimated at from '$1,-
500, 00J to 12,000,000.
A fire in the town of Alturas, Modoc
county, Cal .destroyed property worth $1:10,-
Capt. Beyer, with a company of
United States oavalry, recently pursued and
overtook a band of 140 hostile Navajo Indians
on the Las Animas river, in New Mexico. After
lighting all day, the troops were compelled to
withdraw under cover of darknoes with adosa
of five men killed and one wounded, and thirty-
two horses killed and six wounded. Two Na-
vajos and one citizen were also killed in the
fight •
President Hayes and party extend-
ed their Kansas journey as far westward as
Fort Dodge. The distinguished travelers were
received everywhere along tbe route with
hearty greetings, and speech-making and hand-
places. From Fort Dodge the Preeident re-
turned to Topeka, where he was tendsreda re-
ception by Gov. St John and the othe i State
officers, and addressed the people from the
steps of tbs Capitol building. Gen. Sherman
also made a brief speech. From Topeka the
party journeyed to Leavenworth, stopping an
hour at Lawrenoe on the way, where dinner
was partaken of and some more speech-making
indulged in. Tbe President spent the Sabbath
at Leavenworth as the guest of Gen. Pope, and




wives enjoying the distinction of having bus
bands with still other wives will not be per-
mitted hereafter to enter land under the Homo-
stead and Pre-emption law. It is held that,
unless this prohibition i« enforced, every
Mormon will soon %)8B08s 160 acres for
wach wife and thus b&fome a landed aristo-
crah
THE SOUTH
At Memphis the injunction asked
against the State Board of Health, to prevent
interference with the receipt and shipment of
cotton in tho quarantine district, has been
granted by the local court The decision in
the case practically denies the right of the
board to interfere with the transportation of
cotton. ; ( < ,11 J l if
A slight shock of earthquake was
felt at Memphis on Sept. 25. Tho course was
from northwest to southeast
The yellow fever is gradually abating
at Memphla For the two days, Bept 24-25,
there were only seventeen new cases and ten
deaths.
A fight is reported to have recently
taken place in the Panhandle qf Northwestern
Texas between Indians and a party of young
irl Worth, Texas,
,with them for their servioes for five years.
Other proprietors will follow their example.
Thi! course is pursued because the Spanish
Government has long refused to take the initia-
tive in the matter, and because the spirit of re-
volt among the slaves themselves had assumed
such proportions as to threaten an open and
destructive rebsllion...,. The bicycle riders of
England and France, including tne champions
of both countries, are ooming to the United
States.
A cable dispatch- says that Stanley,
the explorer, started for the River Congo on the
8d of September from Sierra Leone. When
Stanley arrived at Sierra Leone he gave his
name as Swinburne, and invested his expeditiona wttsrtk nvv*ufza**v* o r>4 — - -  ----- a.. _ a a*
turned
a halt
their faces eastwa d
of several hours at
grants passed through Bt Louis last week.
They were bound for Ki
A horrible murder was recently com-
mitted on the farm of Alexander White, near
Edgerton, Rock county, Wis. Mrs. White missed
her little bov, aged 9 years, and after a pro-
tracted search he was found in the manger of a
cow-stable with his throat cut and a rip from the
breast bone clear down, which let the bowels
put A rope was hanging from a beam, all
bloody, with the noose partially cut, which in-
dicated that the little fellow was hung up and
then cat open in the manner described. The
horrible deed was committed bv George Bum-
gartner, one of Mr. White’s farm laborera, who
was missing, together with one of the beet
horses on the plsoe.... A shocking murder and
suicide is reported from Bucyrus, Ohio.
Geprgo Schwab. a young farmer,
fell desperately in love with Mary Klinch, and,
because she would not marrvhim, assassinated
the poor airl. firing a load of buckshot into her
body while sleeping in bed. The wretch then
walked off and ended his own miserable ex-
istence by hanging himself to a tree.
There was a sharp reaction in the
Chicago grain and provision market on Sept
24. Wheat, which had been steadily advanc-
ing for several days, fell 5 cents and corn
abont 2 cents s bushel; pork tumbled from
20 to 30 cents and lard 15 cents
per 100 pounds. Considerable excitement
prevailed and several dealers were badly
squeezed, but there were no failures.
George Baumoabten, the young mon-
ster who murdered Mr. White’s little 8-year-old
toy near Janesville, Wis., has been arrested.
He is only 17 years old. He is unable to give
the motive for his crime. He says a strange
spell came over him, and remembers littlo
or nothing of what followed.
The trip of President Hayes west-
ward from Chicago was marked by hearty
greetings at all the stopping points along the
llne- V>e pwly arrived at Neosho Falls, Kan-
sas, on the Jiffi of September. About 12,000
people had gathered there to attend tho District
fair and to welcome the President and Gen.
onermAn, whose coining had been extensively
advertised Hon John R. Goodin delivered aii
^ireM ,0f- ,welcom«. Gov. 8t. John followed
with a brief snoech, after which President
Hayes addressed the multitude at some length.
His remarks relatejl chiefly to the financial
policy of his administration being a repetition
of his Cincinnati and Detroit speeches Gen
Shennan then made one of his characteristic
Nearly the wbjle of the business
part of Carroll, in Carroll county, Iowa, has
by fire. The loss is estimated
The flourishing mining town of Dead-
wood, in the Black Hills of Dakota Terri-
tory, has been almost totally swept ont of ex-
istence by fire, and nearly tf.000 people
rendered homeless thereby. The fire broke
out in a bakery at Sherman street at 2:300 „ on, t°e morning of Sept 26,
and, following that thoroughfare, swept every-
thing before it on I*et Mam, Gold, Patton and
Willum streets, and several residences on Cen-“j*1 Fanned by. a light breeze, and
to contend with except a very inef-
ncient fire department, everything was at
the mercy of the flames. Less than half a
ot. pronounced fire-proof warehouses
withstood the severe tee*. The buildings
. — Jos h,
Mo., to enable the citizens of hat
place to show their hospitality to tho chief
executive of the nation. The eastward jour-
ney was then resumed, and Springfield, III.,
was reached the next morning. Tuesday was
spent in Springfield, the party being the gueste
of Gov. Cnllom, and on Wednesday the party
embarked for Indianapolis, where a cordial re-
ception awaited the distinguished visitors. While
at Leavenworth a couple of moo from Missouri
called on the President They were kimllv
received and introduced to Mrs.' Hayes. After
expressing their approbation in’ flattering
terms of the administration, one of them
asked the President to appoint him to a little
postoffice in his neighborhood. The President
informed him that he would have to forward
his papers through the ordinary channel, and
the man failed to get his’ postoftice ____
The ten days’ round of festivities in honor of
Gen. Grant at Han Francisco were wound up
on the 80th ult. by a grand reoeption of pob'ic-
school children, at Woodward’s Garden, which
is described as the most enthusiastic
ovation tbe ex-President received on the
Pacific elope. Thirty thousand school children
assen Ned to pay their respects to the diotin-
guished visitor, >nd he was aim st buried be
neath a constant shower of bouquets cast by
the enthus tstic youngsters. G-n Grant ad-
dressed the throng in the following words:
“It is a gratifying eight to witness this evi-
dence of educational privileges afforded by this
young city. The crowds gathered inside and
outside this building indicate that every child
of an age fit for school is provided for. When
education is universally diffused, we m»y feel
assured of the permanency and perpetuity of
our institutions. The greatest danger to our
people grows out of ignorance, and this evi-
dence of universality of education is the tost
guarantee of your loyalty to American prin-
ciples.’’ The Ex-President left the following
morning for the Yosemite valley.
The losses by the Dead wood fire are
now estimated at upward of $3,000,000. The
people of the calcined city are busily engaged
in rebuilding, and the saw-mills in the vicinity
find themselves unable to supply the demaud
for lumber.
Salt Lake telegram : “ A Silver Reef
special reports that a party of twenty-eight
prospectors, who started on an expedition twe
months ago have been massacred by Indians
near the eastern boundary of this Territory.”
Prof. John Wise, the well-known
aeronaut, and George Barr, teller of the St.
Louis National Bank, made a balloon ascen-
sion from St. Louis, Mo., on Sunday afternoon,
28th ult, with tho intention of remaining in
the clouds but a few hours. Noth-
ing had been heard of them up
to the Wednesday following, and it was feared
the voyagers had met a fate similar to that
which befell Donaldson and Grimwood, at Chi-
cago, three years ago, who, it will be remem-
bered, were lost in Lake Michigan. A balloon
supposed to be Wise’s, was seen moving verv
sportsmen from Dallas and Fo..
in which seven of the latter wore killed.
Anthony Blair (colored) waa hanged
at Morristown, Tenn., Sept 36. for the murder
of hie step-daughter, aged 16, in July last
The mortality reports from Memphis
indicate that the yellow fever is dying out. For
tho w eek ending Sept 28 the number of oases
was sixty-three, and tho number of deaths thir-
ty-one. For the three days ending Kept 38
there were twenty-throe new'cascs and fourteen
deaths.
A Santa Fe dispatch says in regard to
the Indian emeute in that Territory: “Gov.
Wallace, as soon as ho learned that there was an
Indian massacre in the southern portion of his
Territory, telegraphed to Silver ' City, Grant
county, to learn the particular*, and from 8.
M. Ashenfebor received what follows: Seven
white men have toon killed in a fight with In-
dans in & corn-field, near MoEver’s
ranche, about fifteen miles this side of
Hillsboro. This occurred ou the 11th inst. On
the same day ten Mexicans, men, women and
children, were murdered in the Jaralosa
Cienegea, some three miles from McEver’s
ranch. The women and children were most
horribly and disgustingly mutilated, iron bars
being used for the purpose. Twenty-five men.
women and children were among the wounded
in the corn-field.”
A fire at Bolton, Texas, last week,
destroyed $100,000 worth of business property.
The new steamboat Natchez, just
bnilt at Cincinnati, waa partially burned op-
posite New Orleans last week, while she was in
the act of making her first entry into that port
Fortunately no lives were lost
There were eight deaths from yellow
fever at Memphis for the two days, Sept. 29-30,
twenty-six new cases being reported to
tiie Board of Health in the same period.
Two colored oompanies that have l>een
doing patrol duty in the stricken
city for the part two months have been relieved
from doty; they were paid $3,080, donated as
a gift by the Committee of Safety, who also
provided each member with ten days’ extra
rations.
POLITICAI*
• The Democratic Convention of Col-
oradq, in session at Denver last week, nomi-
nated George Q. Richmond for Supreme
Judge.... The Massachusetts Prohibitionists
met in convention at Boston last week and
nominated a full ticket for SUte officers, headed
by Rev. D. C. Eddy, a Baptist minister, for
Governor.
The Minnesota Democratic State
Convention was held at St. Paul, on the 35th of
rapidly over L»porte, ’ Ind , in a northerly
direction, on the day after the ascension.
WASHINGTON.
The Treasury Department is in re-
ceipt of letters from the West complaining of
the scarcity of notes of small denominations,
and asking that a supply of such notes to sent
to the several eub-ireasuries with directions
to pay them out in exchange for notes of large,
denominations. lie Assistant Treasurers
with their limited clerical force, cannot under*
take to exchange one denomination of notes fo-
another, but the Treasurer of the United Stater
will furnish new notes of such denominations
as may be desired m return for bankers’ drafts
in New lork, and will transmit them as the ap-
pheant may indicate, but without risk or ex-
pense to the Government.... The Treasurv
Department has received an unusual
demand for the one-cent bronze pieces
September. Resolutions were adopted declar-
ing the United States an indissolunle union of
indestructible States; demanding a re-
vision of the tariff; declaring gold and
silver the money df the constitution;
favoring reform in civil service, and de-
nouncing the presence of the army at the polls.
The financial plank of the platform was the oc-
casion of & long debate, and a resolution de-
manding tho substitution of greenbacks for na-
tional-bank notes and the free coinage of silver
was finally adopted. The following ticket
was nominated : Governor, Edmund Rice
of St Paul; Lieutenant Governor, E. P. Bar-
nnm, of Stearns county: Secretary of State,
Felix A. Borer, of Le Sueur; State Treasurer,
Lyman B. Cowdry, of Olmsted; Attorney Gen-
eral, P. M. Babcock, of Hennepin county;
Railroad Commissioner, William Colville, of
Goodhue county.
Washington telegram: The fact
that Secretary McCrary has discontinued
housekeeping here, and has forwarded his
household effects to the West, is considered an
indication that he has received positive in-
formation as to his confirmation for District
Judge of Iowa, and that he will retire from
the Cabinet at the latest abont the opening of
Congress. There still seems to be a doubt
that ex-Senator Ramsey, of Minnesota, will
succeed McCrary as Secretary of War.
GENERAL.
Canada had her first snow-storm of
the season on the 25th of September. It was
two inches in depth.
A singular railway disaster h re-
ported from Mexico to a train was carrying 400
kegs ol gunpowder. By some means unknown
by the authorities. Stanley then 'de-
clared himself and his purpose....
The Belgian Bishops have added to the intensi-
ty of the struggle between ohurch and state by
instrnoting tho priests to refuse absolution to
parents whose children attend the public
schools. . . .A celebration has just been held at
Pompeii to commemorate the destruction of
that city 1,800 years ago.
Nihilist incendiaries were unusually
active with the torch in Russia during the
month of August The number of fires in the
einpire within that period was 2,987, causing
d*m»ge to property to the amount of $15,000,-
JW....The rinderpest is spreading in
Germany and in Russian Poland....
Large numbers of agricultural tenants in Ire-
[*nd refuse to pay the full amount of
tceir exorbitant land rents, and
serious disturbances are threatened. Sim-
n ouble* &re expected in England....
° Qernun quarrel with Japan is said to be
m°ro serious. A German steamer was
ESS? futh°nzed by a German envoy to tho
Mikado to break the cholera blockade at
Yokohama, in consequence of which
Japan is changing the cholera regula-
°°°“rt6d between Japan and the
wiUi
In the recent general European un-
derstanding, projected through tho skillful
manipulation of Prince Bismarck, Russia seems
to have tocu left out in the cold, and the neces-
sity for seeking the friendship and support that
Germany no longer extends has impelled Rus-
sia to make overtures to her ancient enemy
the Ottoman Government It is asserted in a
cable dispatch that Prince Lobanoff has
gone to Constantinople for the express purpose
of negotiating the basis of a close alliance be-
tweon Russia aud Turkey, in consideration of
which Russia consents toth to forego the pay-
ment of 800,000.000 francs out of the war in-
demnity and to surrender back to Turkey
some of tho provinces in Asia Minor which
were token from her in the costly settlement
A cargo of American sheep afflicted
with disease of the feet and mouth, which ar-
rived in an English port & few days ago, has
caused the Privy Council to place these animals
in the same category as American cattle. Yankee
mutton designed for British consumption will
hereafter be dressed on tbe docks.... The ma-
ority of the Roumelian Chambers has reported
in favor of concessions to the Jews.
The hop crop of England is the
smallest since I860.. . .Sir Francis Wyatt Tros-
cott has been elected Lord Mayor of London.
. . . .The English cotton mills continue to shut
down. One of the largest in Preston has juat
closed up.... The J/arJk Lam' Krprtu of Oct
1, iu its review of the British grain
trade, says: “Tho condition of tho new grain
has not improved to any appreciable extent.
Thrashing has made but httl • progress, as
mort grain already secured is in an unfit stote,
and some weeks must elapse before the offer-
ings of new wheat will enow anv material in-
crease. It is generally admitted that the wheat
crop the present year will be about 30 per cent
below the average. The home requirements
between now and next harvest may to expected
to absorb 16.000,000 or 17,000,000 quarters of
foreign produce.”
How the Ancients Engraved Gems.
We must remain aa yet some little in
doubt aa to the methods employed by
of old artists to perfect these miracles
of t&sto. We b&V6| liow6V6rf the Absoluto
certainty that these andent masters were
familiar with the diamond, and that their
best work was made by using this, the
hardest of all substances, os a tool. A
splintered fragment of the diamor.df
served as a scraping tool, and they were
well acquainted with the drill. Prehis-
toric man worked a drill at the very
ber of circular depressions are found in
the gem, which mark the extremities of
the figures. This was done not only for
the sake of effect, but to show the artist
the limit of his work as to depth. After
tho holes were sunk the artist united
the variourf portions of his work by
scratching. Now, the use of the dia-
mond point or splinter, fixed in an iron
socket, allowed a certain flexibility of
handling, which our modem processes
of gem engraving do not permit. To-
day the work is done by means of a
minute rotating disk of copper, which
is whetted with oil and diamond dust.
On the least application of the sub-
stance to be cut to the disk, it is the
disk which bites into tho stone. The
difference in manipulation is, then, that
to-day it is the stone which goes to the
tool, and not, as in olden times, the tool
to the stone. It is more convenient,
then, in 1879, to bring the cart to the
horse. It can now be readily under-
stood why, m modem work, time and
labor being spared (the art conception
not entering for tho present into the
subject), why this work of to-day is in-
ferior to the art of the past. It is purely
a mechanical process now, for a rotating
disk will no more draw lines which have
feeling than will photographing pro-
cesses paint pictures. It has been stated
uiat we are not entirely acquainted with
the methods employed by tho old glyp-
tic artists. This becomes quite evident
from this fact, that their best work
seems to have been both cut aud pol-
ished at the same time. To-day we have
no tool, no substance, which will ac-
complish this double feat. Mr. King,
dwelling on the diamond point, says its
extensive use is the great distinction
between the antique and modem work.
— Harper’s Magazine.




nr thn ’ an(1 Partioul»rly to your letterf 6th inst., you are advieod that thede-
partment has finally deddod that mall matter
not addressed to a postofflee shall not be for-
warded to destination. Respectfully, • ., A. D. Hazkk, ' Si
Third Assistant Postmaster GeneraLV *
It will be well for correspondents to
take care to direct their letters to the
proper postoffice and not merely to the
name of a locality. It will also be well
for all persons writing letters to place
the name of their postoffice at the top
A Printer's Error. ^ a ^
Printers, or rather compositora, poor As an explanation of the above it
bl nde!mflk?n^ 8^ct to , may be cited that Charleston, W. Va.,^ d ^ ^ T’ i8 the naffie ot one of the principal
But they are seldom so guilty as are the j towns of that State, but there is no such
^r^b_°8l “anU8,Cnptfl, P?fc ln postoffice as Charleston, W. Va. The
name of the postoffice is Kanawha,
C. H., and mail matter for Charleston
must be addressed to Kanawha C. H.
(the name of the postoffice), or it will
not be forwarded. There are thousands
of similar cases throughout the country
where the name of the town and the
postoffice are not the same, aud persons
using the mails must see to it that
their mail matter is addressed to the
postoffice.— Cincinnati Commercial
a“d, , . 8o«n possible the ' Phil-
of thetn to fill the ̂ y^rder^received111011111 'J\'’uu*nj"aur- DJ Hoaie means unKnown
The September report of the Depart- iorio^d
ment of Agriculture on the condition of the ftrv k — •*
wheat crop indicates an increase over the yield
of 1878. The potato-crop average for the whole
country is 9.>, against 73 the same time last
y®ar: Th® condition of the buckwheat is some-
what better than last year. The average is 98
Igiio ”, ̂  Sor8'»>"» »'«»(!« WS,
A Washington dispatch says that
“the limited demand upon the treasury for
gold under the late circular excites much sur-
prize among treasury officials. Treasurer Gil-
that toe total qnount called for up
to this time amounts to only $50 000 It is
h0 6™1 at too Treasury Department* that it
t0 gct rid of too vast
fto J? i Kld,Bl?lwd 4way been withjh, .,Nr >; sr
There ia in the treasury but $6,179,-
000 in gold in denominations Less than 130— an
A Wl SS* 1  a a
amount not sufficient to meet any active d
i*U coin. 5
0,J and poorly construct
eo, they burned like so much chaff. The
fire spread with such wonderful rapidity that
any attempt at saving anything would have
been wseleee. All along its course terrific ex-
plosions of gonpowder, petroleum, liquor,
eto., were or frequent occurrence. Bulld-
ogs were blown into atoms.: The book-and-
ladder wp^tus and Wcarrtoge were the
first things to born leaving nothing bnt a
few feet of worthless hose with which
mand u
M ? nninber °f standard silver dollars as
jKwribte into circuit tioa... Orders have been is-
aued to the Treasurer of the United States, and
to the Assistant Treasurers, to pay out both gold
aud silver upon all Government obligations.
Polygamy, besides being subjected to
prosecution, is to to made less profitable in the
future. By an Interior Department decision
ery passenger on board.
On the 3d day of July, last, a man
named Rollins left Now York astride of a veloci-
pede, with the avowed intention of traveling to
Chicago by that mode of locomotion. Ho made
good his word, and arrived at his destination on
the 2 «tli of September, having covered 1,813
miles. He traveled by easy stages, halting for
several days at a number of placee. . . .Gold ami
silver continue to pour into this countrv from
Europe at a remarkable rate. The specie im-
ports for the week ending Sept. 27 amounted
to $8,577,542. The total imports since the re-
SMonof payments aggregate $39,-
786,402, three-fourths of the ameunt being in
gold
An advance of one-half cent on iron,
making tho card rate three cents, Western clas-
sification, was agreed upon by the Western
Iron Association at a meeting in Pittsburgh last
wesk. The nail manufacturers of that city
also advanced ten-pennys to 13.40 per keg.
These ad vanoes correspond to those lately made
the trade0* ^ 11,6 •cbyity of
That favorite young soubrette.Lotta,
is delighting^.’hicago visitors and residents for
a *roplo of weeks at present This week sho
appears in the title role in “Zip; or, Point
Lynde Light ” a play written for hor by Fred
Mareden. Next week she Is underlined as Mu-
Little needs to to said stout the merits
of this charming actress, as she was always a
Do doabt-
FOREIGN.
Three Cuban planters have emanci-
pated their slaves, 6,000 in number, contracting
type, although they bear double blame
because of the oftentimes wretched calig-
raphy imposed on them. A very curious
“printer’s error” happened to escape
pubheation in Boston many years ago.
It was at the height of the Congressional
campaign which ended in the defeat of
Anson Burlingame. He had made a
speech in Music Hall, but hundreds
were unable to get in to hear him. On
leaving the hall, in company with Gen.
Henry Wilson, shouts came from the
crowd on the street for “ A speech 1 A
speech from Burlingame 1” Standing
on the sidewalk, Anson made a neat lit-
tle address, during which he apostro-
phized the monument on the other side
of Charles river, as “ that tall grav shaft
on Bunker’s height.” Imagine the fun
created when, on examining the proofs
fonmi s’reet speeches, he Sg tt
concerning “that taU grog-shop on | U,u> ............... ..... 6*
Bunker S height.” Bekvib- Choice Graded Steers..... 4 50 @ S 70
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Biivr.8 ............................ $0 25 MOOD
Hohs ............................. 3 TO 0 4 25
Cotton ............................ 10?^ 11
Flo U* — Superfine ................. 4 80 & 5 00
Wmiat— No. 2 ..................... l 18 1 8716
Coen— Western Mixed ............. 52 («p 54
Oats- Mixed ....................... 35 (4 JUiy
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25 (4 8 50
Medium to Fair .......... 8 60 (4 8 90
Hoos ............................. 3 00 0 8 $0
FtouR-Fancy White Winter Ex. . . 4 50 0 5 75






The Coining Session of Congress.
From members of both houses of , i*>oa
Congress who occasionally visit this ̂ hkat-No. 2 spring ............. 1 02 0103
city on their way to and from the num- corn-No*?' * T"* ............. S
erous investigations ret on foot last
winter, it is learned that the general
expectation among them is that the
coming session is to be very long and
probably exciting. The sessions imme-
diately before the Presidential election
ere usually long and generally exciting.
It is considered quite probable by mem-
bers that the winter session will hist
until September. There is everything
te make a very long session probable.
The contest over the election laws will
he renewed. The' members of both
houses will have no end of stump
speeches to fire off at their constituency.
— Washington correspondence.
. — - — — -- ---- «
Bad Country for Doctors.
A medical man in Spolete, Italy, called
in to attend a child who was ill, was in-
formed by the father that, should he
cure the infant, 2,000 lire would be his
reward, but that should ho fail he would
infallibly be shot. He undertook the
case, and the child shortly after died,
whereupon the father, true to th.” com-
pact, brought his gun and at once pnt
an end to the labors and the
life of the unhappy doctor. In Italy
juries are generally lenient to a murder:,
er, and the owner of the gun was ad-
judged to pay a fine of 25,000 lire and
suffer ten years’ imprisonment only.
Oats— Nb. 2 ...............
Bte— No. 2 .................
Baulky -No. 2 ............
Burn'll— Choice Crennery.
Eooh— Fresh ....................... .
Pork— Mesii ...................... 9 25 0 9 60
Laud .............................. 6 0 6J4
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 1 ..................... 1 G5 0 1 06
No.2 ..................... 1 04 0 1 05
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 37 0 38
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 2<i «S M
Rtk-No.1.. ...................... 01 0 «t
Bablxy— No. 2 .................... 63 0 69
HT. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ............ 1 06 0 1 W
Cokk— Mixed ...................... 34 0 »
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25 0 27
PoRK-Me*H ....................... 9 15 0 P 25
Lard ............................. 0 0 6*
CINCINNATI. ,
Wheat ............................ 1 C5 0 1 10
Cokh .............................. 40 0 41
Oats ........................... 23 0 29
Rtk ............................... 67 0 88
PoKK-Me«s ......................
Lard
9 OK) 0 9 25
0
TOLEDO.
WHKAT-Amber Michigan .........1 10 0 1 11
No. 2 Red ............... 1 11 0 1 Hfc
41
§ £Oats— No. 1 ...................... 27
DETROIT.
Flock— Choi cs ............ .. ...... 6 50 @ 650
0 1 15Wheat— No. 1 White ......... ..... 1 14
No. 1 Amber .............1 18 0 1 H
Cork— No. 1 .................... 40 0 41
Oats— Mixed ...................... 29 0 30
Barlkt (per cental) ...............1 15 1 1 40
Poke— Meta ......... r. ............10 00 010 25
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Catiu— Best ...................... 4 75 #600
......................4 25 #4 75
Common . ...............3 25 0 4 00
Hoos ..............................380 0 4(5
Surer .............. 300 #400
4% i®5'
HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
Y The Grocers’ Exchange is a Cincin-
nati concern, composed of two men,
^ko thought they had devised means
of collecting bad grocery bills, but who
are now in jail. They wrote to the
Her. Lewis French as follows: “Your
account will be advertised, with full
particulars, during the Exposition,
which opens Sept. 10, unless you call
and make settlement with us at our
office.” The reverend debtor construed
this as an attempt to blackmail, and
had the Exchange arrested.
President John W. Harper, of the
Danville (Ind.) College, disappeared
mysteriously a year ago, while on his
way to address a Sunday-school con-
vention. There was nothing in his
business or social relations to drive
him off, and it was believed that he had
been murdered for the $500 that he was
carrying in his pockets. Lately his
wife took, gut letters of administration
on his estat^* But he now returns.
His story is that he was knocked down
and robbed ; that the blow affected his
reason, and he wandered westward,
finally coming to his senses among the
TJte Indians.
impatience. After three days the
friend pat before him a copy of the
Pennsylvania statute against dueling,
and informed him that the letter had
not been delivered at all. The Colonel’s
ire had not cooled, and he soon found,
in Charles Walstrom, a second who did
not play him false. But a new difficulty
arose. Mr. «Davis refused to receive
the challenge in the desired spirit, but
prosaically had the bearer and sender
of the challenge arrested, and they were
compelled to give bonds to keep the
peace.
There are in the United States nearly
1,000 Universalist churches and over
700 ministers. They own and support
fifteen academies and colleges, publish
seventeen periodicals, with many asso-
ciations for the publication and dis-
semination of tracts, Sunday-school lit-
erature, etc. As a distinct denomina-
tion the Universalists were organized
in the United States in 1770, under the
direction of the Bev. John Murray.
The doctrine of universal salvation, the
essential teaching of the Universalists,
however, found able advocates in the
older church, centuries ago, in England,
France and Germany.
Z. L. "White, the New York Tribune
correspondent, passing through Utah,
submits the most recent estimates of
polygamy we have seen. Of the 125,-
Q00 Mormon population, it is claimed
tkai'only one-tenth are living in polyg-
amy, that is, that only one-tenth of the
male adults avail themselves of the priv-
ilege of having more than one wife, pov-
erty and other considerations prevent-
ing the rest. Of these only a portion
have married since the law of 1862, and
a prosecution must follow within five
years of the crime, wliich consists in
contracting any marriage subsequent to
the first, when the first wife is living.
Two years since, when the Emperor
of Germany visited Strasbourg, he was
received with outward show, at least, of
cordiality. There was no disloyalty
outspoken enough to display discourte-
sy or ill-feeling toward the Emperor.
Whether this was significant of more
than the complete submission that fol-
lows overwhelming defeat is question-
able. But it indicated acceptance of
the situation and disposition to make
the best of what could not be mended.
Not long ago the Emperor revisited
Strasbourg. The shop-keepers shut up
their places of business; people closed
their window shutters; the French resi-
dents remained in-doors as on a day of
mourning, and only the official build-
ings were decorated. In one sense the
affair wa^ trivial. The Emperor can
stand that sort of performance quite as
well as the Strasbourgers can its proba-
ble consequences. But it indicates
what store of lingering hate is augment-
ing in the conquered province.
~ A long review in the Syracuse Her-
ald of the startling increase of opiun>
eating in this country concludes as fol-
lows : “ Opium, besides doing as much
to wreck the frame and rot the
mind as either tobacco or alcohol, is in-
finitely more to be dreaded than they,
for its approaches are so gentle and se-
ductive, its use is attended with so lit-
tle inconvenience— in short, it is so
eminently polite and respectable a de-
mon— that we do not realize its prox-
imity till it has us or our loved ones in
its clutches. The enemy that is open
and above-board in his methods of
work, the devil with his horns and tail
and cloven hoofs uncovered, is almost
a friend in comparison with the mild-
mannered Mephistopholes.”
A strong feeling of animosity is
growing np between Russia and Ger-
many, and there are politicians and
journalists on both sides who make no
secret of their wish for a trial of strength
between the two countries. Germany
is certainly taking precautions that seem
to provide for the worst. Ten thousand
workmen are laboring on the fortifica-
tions of the fortress of Thorn, which is
called the Strasbourg of Germany's
eastern border. The fortress of Posen
has also been immensely strengthened
and enlarged, and can now accommo-
date a large army. A considerable part
of the indemnity payments made by
France has been expended upon these
fortifications, and in furnishing them
fith enormous stores of provisions and
ammunition.
Col. Charles H. Gibson, of Phila-
delphia, met with no success in trying
to bring pbout a duel. He has been a
nominee for Congress, and occupies a
respectable social position. John H.
Davis, a broker, called him a liar, and
he desired a bloody but honorable venge-
ance. He wrote a challenge io mor-
tal combat, gave it to a friend to deliv-
er, and awaited the answer with much
A New Departure in the Construction
of Steamboats.
The contract has just been signed for
the construction of a new steamboat to
run on the Hudson river, between New
York and Albany, that deserves notice
because of its departure from the ordi-
nary river boat. In the first place the
hull is to bo of iron. It is claimed that
for a boat of the size of the one in ques-
tion an iron hull will be not only safer
but lighter than one constructed of
wood. It will carry more superincum-
bent weight and draw less water, and
hence will obtain increased speed. It
is also proposed in the new boat, which,
if successful, is to be the model for
others of the same line, to put the
machinery and boilers far down into
the hold, after the fashion of ocean
steamships, thereby gaining much space
on decks and obtaining more steadiness
of motion. It is the day- boat line that
constructs the vessel, and it is to be ex-
clusively for passenger traffic. Getting
a clear deck sweep of the entire vessel
is considered by the managers to be a
great advantage, for the day-boat pass-
engers seek the decks rather than the
cabins, and the top or hurricane deck
may be made especially attractive.
Accommodations for one-third more
passengers may thus be secured. The
boat’s dimensions will be 300 feet on
deck, 285 feet on water line, forty feet
beam, and eleven feet six inches depth
of hold and five feet draught of water.
The engines will bo immense, having
seventy-three inch cylinders and twelve
feet piston stroke. The contract calls
for the finishing of the hull by the 1st
of January, and it is expected that she
will be run in June next.— New York
correspondence.
The Origin of Coal.
The received opinion that a vein of
coal simply represents a mass of vege-
tation, which has been changed directly
into that substance, is opposed by M.
Fremy. Some time ago he adopted a
synthetic measure to discover the real
secret of the manner in which coal was
produced, and his experiments appear
to show that while fiber could not be
converted into anything resembling
coal, certain substances of vegetable or-
igin, such as sugar, starch, gum, vascu-
!ose, etc., did admit of that conversion.
An artificial coal made of these latter
materials yielded tar, gas, water and
coke, just like ordinary pit coal. Gum,
inclosed with water in a sealed tube,
and subjected to heat, was changed into
a coal containing 78 per cent, of carbon,
5 per cent, of hydrogen, and 16 per cent,
of oxygen. His conclusions are that
coal is not the direct result of vegetable
substances; that the impressions of
plants sometimes found in it have been
produced after the modification was es-
tablished, and that there are two stages
in its fermentation of peat, and the sec-
ond of the transformation of alinio acid
into a mineral fuel, under the joint ac-
tion of heat and pressure.
Okolona and Lemars. . >
After mature deliberation, says the
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The British war steamer Mercury,
lately completed and tested, is said to
be the swiftest vessel in the world.
She makes twenty-two miles an hour.
Prof. David Swing on Science v«. Itellglon.
Few mental tasks are more difficult
than the work of making a perfect anal-
ysis of the thoughts and tendencies of
a present age. Hundreds of years after
a period has passed by it becomes less
difficult to learn what was in that period
of high, or low, or good, or bad; but
when one is standing in an era he seems
to be like one in the midst of mount-
ains— too near to see well their height.
Times past analyze themselves; that is,
they divest themselves of the unimpor-
tant and incidental and retain the ideas
and influences that were of great mo-
ment, and thus tender them conspicu-
ous by insulating them from a confus-
ing crowd. As wintei renders the
trunks and immense branches of the
trees visible, and makes visible the ar-
chitecture of palace and cottage by
stripping off the summer foliage which
conceals all things but itself, so past
years reveal the central ideas of a peo-
ple because they remove that thick and
entangled foliage of every-day life.
Reading the past is one of the most
common mental employments, not be-
cause history only is entertaining, but
because the present will not suffer it-
self to be read. We are all historical
students, not so much from choice as
from necessity. We have no alterna-
tive. Neither the present nor the fu-
ture will permit us to look into its mys-
teries.
As a proof that the study of the pres-
ent is always difficult you may note the
fact that the voices of those who are
giving us the signs of to-day are utterly
discordant. These students and proph-
ets divide themselves almost equally in-
to optimists and pessimists, some assur-
ing us that religion is dying, faith is
dying, and society is upon the eve of
an earthquake ; others assuring us that
religion is only purifying itself for a
greater work of good in the world. This
discord comes not from differences of
judgment or motive any more than
from the persistent unwillingness of a
passing day to be read fully by a heart
that is beating in the midst of it. We
must get out of a forest if we would see
its extent. In the very midst of it we
sec only the trees of a few acres, we
hear the clatter of a few birds, or see
the quick spring of the wild squirrel or
deer ; but, emerging from it, and wind-
ing up a hill road or mountain side, we
then see what a long, black mass that
wood was, what a sea of oak or pine.
And yet wo must do the best we cm
in seeking the contents and import of
the present years; and, as the work
rises in difficulty, we must rise in pa-
tience and care, with which wo mark
their qualities and prophetic voices.
Our happiness and success do not lie
in the next age, but in this; and,
should the next age be able to discern
what was the good or bad of this
period, such ability will be of little
avail to you and me, for we shall no
longer be in any condition to avoid the
bad or pursue tiie good. Our destiny
lies in the days and nights which are
now passing along, and a poor analysis
of them made now will be of more
value to us than a most perfect judg-
ment made up in the future. Macaulay
surveyed well and defined well the
happy and painful elements in the En-
glish life of two centuries, but the
definitions, and wisdom, and rhetoric,
and hopes, and fears came too late to
be of any value to the subjects of Will-
iam and Mary, or to the quiet followers
of William Penn. Equally well Mr.
Froude has pointed out the shame and
glory of the men around Julius Ciusar,
but too late for the happiness of Julius,
or Cicero, or Pompey. Thus, beautiful
and valuable as history is, no age dares
wait for its own history to be its in-
structor. The teacher is then a good
one,’ but the pupil is dead. It there-
fore comes to pass that we who live in
those times must always be studying
their quality, even though the results
of such stuay must be very imperfect.
It has now been about twenty-five
years since science began an active
campaign against some of the dicta of
the Christian religion. This science
had its advance pickets out almost a
score of years earlier, but it has been al-
most twenty-five years since the van of
the scientific army became visible and
the Generals in the church began to be
alarmed and to load up and fire in self-
defense. It must be about twenty-five
years since Hugh Miller taught that our
earth was not made of nothing 6,000
years ago, but that it had been turning
on its axis before our Adam and Eve
came to its shores. A rich New York
merchant, a Mr. Lord, started a maga-
zine, partly to save the Jchurch from
the damaging results of such teachings.
The “Koemos,” “The Vestiges of Crea-
tion,” “The Footprints of a Creator”
“The Old Red Sandstone,” were the
books of that period, and they were in-
deed the novels of that day in popular-
ity. Some of the leaders in the church
contended that 6,000 years were time
enough for all this coming and going of
oceans, this rising and sinking of mount-
ains, this making of coal beds and
prairies, this burying of rich woods and
flowers in the deep earth; while other
leaders urged that God in creating the
earth conld just as easily make rocks
with shells in them as rocks without,
and ooal with ferns in it as just simple
plain coal without pictures, just as man
can make plain muslin, or he can print
and have calico. Thus came alon
gradually tl^e war of the natural and su-
pernatural, which has assumed larger
proportions each succeeding year. The
early leaders on both sides have died;
new Generals and new troops have
come. Instead of Lyell and Miller and
the Humboldts, we have Darwin and
Huxley and Tyndall ; and instead of the
old leaders in the church, we have Mac-
Leods and Tullocks and Christliebsand
McCoshos and Stanleys in largfe num-
bers, who have abandoned many of the
old forts and lines of defense and many
of the old guns to take up new lines
with new heroism. Just what we soein
the world’s arsenals and armies we see
in the church— a change of weapons
and defenses. An argument now be-
tween a Hugh Miller and some advocate
of the 6,000-year period would be much
like a war in which the bow and cross-
bow and sling should resume their place
as weapons, and a leather shield should
appear as a sufficient barricade. “The
times change, and in them we are
changed.”
This recall of past days may in the
outset teach us this, that the mere fact
of nervousness or alarm does not estab-
lish the fact that the danger is great or
real, for the best good has always been
full of doubt as well as of courage.
Nothing is secure in this world. Our
happiness, our prosperity, our fortunes,
our life, are held tremblingly, and this
shadow of apprehension falls day by
day upon the future of each one’s re-
ligion.
When I was young there was a little
look showing that there was once in
the world one boy that was fearless.
He had never been able to experience
any emotion of fear or imagine how
fear could come or might seem, and at
lost he wept because no one conld teach
him what it was to be in anyway or de-
gree alarmed ; but outside of that little
book such person has never been fo’ind,
for man, even when called brave, suffers
regular returns of this trembling of the
heart. Few can move along in a night
train or in a steamship without feeling
at times that perhaps this will be their
last journey on this planet. Man when
educated is a bravo animal, but it is with
a courage which lias its modifications;
and his riches, and name, and peace,
and life are held nervously witn the
feeling that they may not last. In-
deed, God only is peace, for nothing
can disturb His morrow. Over Him
alone can be uttered the holy words :
“ The same yesterday, to-day, and for-
ever.” Man would love much to look
upon any of his dear possessions, his
fame, or fortune, or fireside, the sacred
group around it, and say these are se-
cure— no ill can come. Thus all the
forms of faith rest uneasily upon their
thrones, and if wise states fear the mor-
row, and monarchy and republic alike
fear the Communist, or the traitor, or
the revolutionist, . and if each heart
sinks in despair of its own peace, so
Christianity, however well sustained by
argument from its ministers, will always
extract from any present a bitter cup of
solicitude. One cannot therefore infer
irom the mere fact of alarm that a
calamity is at hand.
To return to our direct theme : After
this twenty-five or thirty years of active
warfare against some of the old strong-
holds of religion, the naturalists have
accomplished some things. They have
compelled the almost universal admis-
sion that the earth was not made
de novo 6,000 years ago. There may
bo here and there a Christian, and per-
haps here and there even a Christian
minister, who maintains that God made
the heavens and the earth just a little
while before the paramids were built,
but the idea may be called abandoned,
just as Herculaneum and Pompeii were
abandoned, although some few shep-
herds and beggars built huts over the
buried towns. The naturalists have
destroyed those Christian dogmas which
assigned a date to creation. The literal-
ness of the Old Testament may be
viewed as overthrown.
It seems to me that those studies of
evolution which have engaged so many
distinguished minds for many years
have not only changed the time of crea-
tion but the manner of it, and, while
they have not come anywhere near
teaching us that man came from a low
form of simple existence, from proto-
plasm, they have compelled ns to con-
fess that our immensely varied world
has sprung from a few germs of the
divine planting, and that our infinite
variety began in far-off simplicity. But
science has not yet measured this sim-
plicity, and has failed most completely
to show that man as we now see him
was not just about such a creature
always, and did not pass through any
brute forms and stages. Of course we
know not what new witnesses the friends
of evolution may * find in the
future, but, as it seems to my own
mind, these students of transmuting
species have wholly failed to show that
man was not in the outset of his career
the exact creature of to-day. It is ad-
mitted that, should scientific study
show that man is a result of other
forms of physical organism, such a
showing would not destroy reUgious be-
lief. Indeed, there are several clergy-
men now occupying important pulpits
who accept of the theory that man’s ca-
reer began in the sponge or jelly-fish ;
but, aside from the question of results,
it seems tliat no assertion of science has
in the past five years failed more per-
fectly than the idea that man did not
begin existence as man. Science has
simply shown the disposition of nature
to evolve many colors from one— many
forms of roses from one rose, many col-
ors of pigeon, or rabbit, or dog from
one gentle tint— but science has made
no approach toward showing us that an
oyster can became a bird or an in fusoria
is advancing toward an elephant It
finds in creation more of development
than the church onedsaw, but it cannot
tell us how many fountains there were,
and who opened them for that river of
life which, rational or irrational, flows
down through our globe. The scientists
have failed to find any origin of life
except by means of a Creator, and have
failed to find any origin of man except
an origin much like the one delineated
in Genesis. Analogy they have found
between high and low animals; they
have discovered that man is an enlarged
ape or oyster, but analogy will not
create anything or make anything. St
Pauls resembles St. Peteris, but that
resemblance did not build either ca-
thedral. So man resembles the ape
but this similitude will not explain the
presence here of either ape or man.
I1ICHIGAN NEWS.
Detroit has a bicycle dub. -
A new paper-mill will soon be put in
operation at Menominee.
Pigeons by the thousand are being
shipped from Petoskey to all parts of
the country.
The State Conference of the Michi-
gan Wesleyan Methodists was held at
Brighton last week.
Mr. Benjamin Leach and wife, of
Birmingham, recently celebrated their
golden wedding. *
The funeral of AbijahPkrk, a veteran
war pensioner of 1812, occurred a few
day ago in Adrian.
James Farrar, a business man of
Adrain, fell into a fire while suffering
from fits, andujas severely burned.
One George Pendee, of Norvell, has
emigrated rather than explain about
certain notes alleged to be forgeries.
A man named Frank Coulson was
so badly jammed between some roll-
ing logs at a mill at Saginaw that he
died.
Oliver Lkfevre, an employe in a
mill at Cadillac, was recently caught in
a belt, drawn over a shaft and instantly
killed.
The Presbyterian Society of Caro
has about made arrangements for build-
ing a church, either the present fall or
coming spring.
There have been fixty-six applica-
tions for admission at the present term
of the Agricultural College, of whom
sixty came from Michigan.
Dr. David Ward, of Pontiac, is the
largest pine-land owner in the State.
He has 6,000 acres of the best cork
pine up the Big Manistee river.
The Chicago and Northeastern rail-
road has been formally transferred to
the management of the Canadian Grand
Trunk Railway Company, at Lansing.
The road will probably henceforth be
known as the Northeastern Grand
Trunk.
Dr. John G. Abbott, an old pioneer
of Kalamazoo, died at Keokuk, Iowa,
recently. His age was 77 years. Dr.
Abbott left Kalamazoo in 1876, having
been a continuous resident of that place
forty-nine years. He was the pioneer
physician and first Postmaster of Kala-
mazoo.
Mynterlous Murdi-r.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Morris, of Volina
township, Cass county, were horribly
murdered at their home on the night of
Sept. 28. The body of Mrs. Mor-
ris was found on the front steps with a
ball in his heart, and no garment on
save a shirt. The body of Mr. Morris
was found in the closet in the house,
shot in many places through the lungs.
There are many opinions suggested as
to the cause of the murder. If money
was the object sought, they left $100 on
the bureau in plain sight They stood
very high in public estimation. The
girl in the house claims she heard no
filing during the night. A man was
seen on a horse riding at full speed
from the premises, going west, about
midnight, and one of their horses is
missing. The murdered man was inter-
ested in an important forgery case,
which furnished material for some to
form opinions. The whole matter is
shrouded in mystery.
Michigan Slate Fair.
The State fair at Detroit took in gate
receipts amounting to $26,825.45. The
receipts for the five days were as fol-
lows: Monday, $75.50; Tuesday, $1,-
928,50; Wednesday, $5,678.75; Thurs-
day, $12,498.25; Friday, $6,048.45. The
aggregate gate receipts last year were
$33,761.15, or $7,435.70 larger than the
receipts for this year. There were
about 1,000 membership tickets sold at
$1 each, and about $5,000 taken for the
rent of booth privileges. Adding these
various sums together brings the total
receipts of the fair to about $82,000.
The total number of entries were 8,-
168, and of this number about 2,500
were in the pomological department.
The total number of entries of cattle
was 493, horses 566, sheep 310, swine
150, poultry 385, farm products 782,
dairy products 600, farm implements
550, vehicles 414, machinery 246, man-
ufactured goods 500, musical 200, art
300, miscellaneous 118, and children’s
department 54.
The officers of the society for the en-
suing year are : President, George W.
Phillips; Secretary, B. F. Johnson;
Treasurer, A. J. Dean ; Executive Com-
mittee, Abel Angell, D. W. Howard, H.
O. Hanford, F. M. Manning, A. F.
Wood, F. V. Smith, J. Q. A. Burling-
ton, C. A. Harrison, and John McKay.
On Friday forenoon President Hayes
and party were given a reception by the
Detroit Board of Trade, and ex-Gov.
Bagley made the welcoming address.
Short speeches were made by President
Hayes and Gen. ShermAn. Afterward
the party spent some time in looking
over the State fair exhibition, and took
a lunch at the administrative offices of
the society.— Xanstnp 'Republican.
Wm. Boulster, of Oppenheim, Ful-
ton county, New York, was bom Dec.
25, 1775, and is, therefore, nearly one
hundred and four years old. He baa
lived fifty years in Fulton county, and
is in good health, but is beginning to
lose his sight and hearing.
Satukday, Oct. 4. 1879.
THE UTE INDIANS.
Tho Ute tribe of Indinos is one of the
most powerful in the West, and while it
hns held a hereditary friendship fur white
people up to the present, a possible war
with It has always been dreaded by the
frontier troops. In 1878 a large number
of miners trespassed on the Ute reserva
tions, and the Indians boldly declared that
the miners must leave or there would he
A military force cleared their coon-
CIRCULATING LIBRARY.
My project of a Circulating Library has
been forestalled by a Cliicaco institution
of a similar character, which, however, as
I understand, qoufines its subscribers to
the Seaside Library.
war.
try of the intruders and trouble was avert-
ed. Lieut. E. H. Ruffuer, of the corps of
Engineers, who made a reconnaissance of
their reservations, speaks in his report of
the Ute Indians as a powerful and intelli-
gent tribe, occupying the entire mountain
region of Colorado, of undoubted courage,
and possessed of all modern improvements
in fire-arms.
The Utes on the Colorado reservations
number between 2,900 and 8,000 souls, of
whom the larger part belong to the Los
Pinos Agency. Only about 000 or 700 re-
port at the White River Agency. The
tribe is divided into a number of bands, of
whom the Tabequaches, Muaches, Capotes,
and Weinimuches are cared for at tho Los
Pinos Agency, and tho Grand Rivers, Yam-
pas, Unitahs and Peahs at the White River
Agency. About as many more arc scat-
tered over the far Western States— Arizo-
na, Utah, California, Nevada, and New
Mexico.
Though the Utes acknowledge the su-
premacy of the Government, no tribe of
Indians, is more averse to manual labor
and has yielded less to civilizing influ-
ences, for the reason that until quite lately
their reservations abounded with game,
and all settlements were at a remote dis-
tance. They keep large herds of sheep and
gouts for food, but pay very little attention
to farming, although they possess an abun-
dance of rich farming lands, which form
more than one-thiid of the arable soil in
the State. In case of war they are able to
fall back upon the mountain fastnesses,
and can bold out as long as did the Modocs
in the Lava Beds.
My plan was intended to be somewhat
similar, but offering a wider range of books
made up from my own selections from the
Lakeside, Seaside and Franklin Square Li
braries, aud to add standard Magazines
and other literature as fast as it would pay
to do so.
If there are fifty persons who desire to
support a Circulating Library of our own,’
instead of importing one from Chicago,
and will subscribe, I shall f.*el safe in start-
ing It, otherwise not. Further information
given on application.
Oct. 8, 1870. H. D. POST.
FALL AND WINTER OPENING.
A lar^e number of DRESS SILKS
in different shades and colors.
$500 Howard.
They cure all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Blood, Liver, Nerves, Kidneys
and Urinary Organs, and $500 will be paid
for a case they will not cure or help, or for
any thing impure or injurious found in
them— Hop Bitters. Test it.
Fall and winter DRESS GOODS.
The latest styles and patterns.
Real novelties.
A large variety of ready made
CLOAKS, of different prices.
A complete stock CLOAKING, and
a large variety of Trimmings.
Numbers of SHAWLS, of all prices,
and SKIRTS of different styles,
Ladies’ and Misses’ UNDERWEAR,
of different prices. Rabies’ Bootes,
etc., etc.
HOSIERY of every description; La-
dies’ and Misses’ HOODS, co-------------  rded
Velvet, Buttons, Nubias, Umbrel-
las, etc. t.
Stock of PRINTS and GINGHAMS,
of the latest styles.
In our BOOT and SHOE Depart-
ment, we have a complete line,
piled up in boxes, and lack room to
display it. Call for real bargains.
Ready Made CLOTHING— the larg-
est and most complete stock ever
brought to Holland.
Rubber BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS,
and everything else in the rubber
line.
Endless variety of HORSE BLANK-
ETS.
A full line of choice FAMILY GRO-
CERIES, including the best Japan
Tea for 50 cents.
All grades of SUGARS, as cheap as
anywhere else, and hundreds of
other necessary, useful and orna-
mental articles, too numerous to
mention.
Additional peal.
Cohded Velvet in different shades for
Dress and Cloak Trimming, at
E. J. HARR1NGON.
A complete assortment of Fall and Win-
ter Hats and Caps, from the cheapest to
the finest, and of all colors and styles.
Come early aud take the first nick, at
32-2 w D. BERTSCH.
Just received a large variety of ready
made Cloaks; the latest Chicago styles, at
cheaper prices than you can make them
- •• th 'up yourself. Also,' he finest variety of
Fall and Winter Dress Goods that ever
was pul on my shelves.
32-2 w D. BERTSCH.
*
V e are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.
Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes Butter and Egg^ taken in exchange for goods,
Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.
ALSO, STOVE WOOD*.
Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completeness of our Stock, .jri
e. j*_ H-A-RRiira-rroisr.
h o l l a. asr d, imixch:.
A fresh supply of nil kinds of candy
just received at L. T. RANTERS.
If the Indiaus on the plains and in the
mountains of the Far West were not
thrown so much into the society of the
savage white men, where they cannot fail
to contract the most pernicious habits and
form tho most atrocious vices, the periodi-
cal massacre would not have to he mourn-
ed over with such striking regularity. It
miy seem strange to some, but it is a fact,
that even an Indian may be imposed upon
ton much. He can stand a great deal,
heaven knows, and he is willing to put up |
with almost anything rather than get into |
a quarrel. But he has found out a few ;
things lately. His discoveries have made
him mad. His white superiors in the East
have not been able to see through them.
We have a standing army. It is a small
army, to be sure, but it is an idle army—
or it would be an idle army were it not
that the Government sends detachments
of it to the Great West. Here our stand-
ing army is well fed, well clothed, and
well housed in some of the most beautiful
military posts iu the world. There are
young and ambitious officers in command
at these posts, and it is a dull life for the
high-spirited and ambitious, at best. The
only possible means of gaining distinction,
the only avenue by which fame can be
reached, is by stirring up trouble with the
wards of the Government— the Indians—
and killing them off at the peril of bring-
inn down upon the country u general bor-
der war. The Indian sees this. He hns
learned to be very cunning. He has shed
his blood frequently of late iu order that
reputations for valor and da^h and warlike
skill might be made by the young men
from West Point who are sent out West.
He is tired of it. He is very tired of it.
It is just possible that he may make the
young men from West Point very tired of
it before he gets through with them. The
Custer aud Thornburgh massacres ought to
teach the young miliary men in the West
that the Indians, when driven to despera-
tion. are very apt to do a great deal of
h aim.— CAL Daily yews.
OYSTERS! OYSTERS! We are pre-
pared to serve out Fresh Oysters, either










This Ib at present the most popular
OYST EIR/
HOUSE
IN THE CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,
Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
Opposite Sweet’s Hotel.
pvEFAULT having been made in the conditions
1 / of payment of a certain Indenture of Mort-^ ^ -1-lf JL • t-
Bonev CarDGnter - - Proo’r r?" hlH w[{c' °‘ comityu ucy ual ptuilul, nop I. of Ottawa, and Mate of Michigan, to Matulena
“ ..... the township of Hangqr, county '
ai
Farming Lands for Sale.'
120 acres In Olive. Best land in the town.
Menemta. of ________ r _____ _______ _ _____ ...
^ an Baren. and State of Michigan, hearing date
the twenty-fifth day of January. A. I), eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight, and duly recorded in
the office of the Register of Deed" of Ottawa
You will find all GAME in their season,
and every effort will be umde to make
you leel at home, and to minis-
ter to your wants with
kindness and alacrity.
We only want good farmers, who have from $.100
to MOO. or those who have money to build saw-
mills, shingle mills, stave mills, furniture factories,
county. State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
of Mortgages in said office, on the twenty-s, venth
day of May. A. D. eighteen hundred and seventy,
eight, at half past two o’clock in the afternoon of
that day, upon which said mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollars and
slxty-one cents ($.'>?8.0I), and no suit or proceed-
ings having been instituted at law or in enuity to
recover the debt now remaining secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof: Notice in therefore
hereby guen, That by virtue of the power of sale
In said mortgage contained, said mortgage will he
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
Monday, the Seventeenth (17th ) day of
November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine (1879), at one o'clock
In the afternoon, at the front door of tho Ottawa
tanneries, waggon factories, etc . and fur such per----------- ,r . . ..... _ * .
sons extraordinary inducements will he offered.
Call or write me us above.
31 — 1  C. W. McLEAN.
FINE LIQUORS and CIGARS i
| Haven, (said court honse being the place of hold-
, ing the circuit court within the county In which
I tho lands aud premises described in said mortgage
I '‘re situated), at public vendue to the highest bid-
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Regular Meals only 25 cts,_ • 14— tf
FALL A WINTER STOCK
or ALL KINDS Of
DRY GOODS
Sheriff’s Sale.
'V'OTICE Is hereby given, that hv virtue of an
iv execution issued out of the circuit court of
Has just arrived at




All kinds of Underwear,
Woolen Yarns,
Horse Blankets, all kinds,
Flannels of all Colors,
Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes
and Ginghams,
AND A BERUTIFUL VARIETY OF
Winter Dress Goods.
Custom House New Yokk.-New York
Aug. 20th, 1878.— A few weeks since, I
felt almost used up with hard work, I was
drowsy, restless and extremely nervou?,
my appetite was poor and my liver was
working badly. I was much discouraged
fearing that I could not long stand the
great strain which is unavoidable, in the
proper discharge of my duties here. I
commenced taking “Petiit’s Blood Purifier
and Invigorating Tonic” according to di-
rections, and have continued it faithfully
and systematic).!'/ up to this time and
have taken no other medicine. My ap-
petite was never better. For the last ten
nights I have had at least eight hours con*
tinous sleep which I have not had before for
years, my liver is working again nicely,
and the nervousness is all gone, I never
felt stronger in my life, IkIihII continue
the use of the medicine in smaller doses
fora time. I am well satisfied that it is a
good remedy, and have no hesitancy in
recommending it.
Henry C. Make,
Surveyor. Port of New York.
Price 25 cents. Sold by T. E. Annls and




Come and see our New Goods.
G. Van Putten & Sons.
the county ol Muskegon, iu favor of Samuel
R. Hanford and Hamuel B. Feck, against
the goods and chattels, and real estate, nf
John W. Hopkins and William M. Kerry,
in my bnllwlok, which execution has been to me
directed and delivered. I did on the second day of
August. 1819. levy upon and take all the right, title
and interest of the said John W. Hopkins In and
to the following described real estate situated in
the county of Ottawa and Slate of Michigan, viz :
Lots one. two, three, four. five, six, seven, eight,
nine, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fif-
teen. sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, of block
one; Lots three, four, five. six. seven, eight, nine,
tell, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, flfieen and
sixteen, of block two; Lots one. two. three, four,
five. six. seven, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen, four-
teen. fifteen, sixteen, seventeen and eighteen. 01
block three: Lois one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, eight, nin.-, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen
and fourteen, of block four, all in Hopkins’ addi-
tion to the city of Grand Haven; part of Lot one
hundred and one of the city of Grand Haven, de-
scribed a* follows: commencing forty feet west-
erly of northeast corner of said Lot one hundred
and one, thence west along northerly line twenty-
two and one half feet, thence south at right angles
sixty-six feet, thence east at right angles twenty-
two and one-half feet, thence at right angles north
erly sixty-six feet to beginning; westerly half of
lots seventy-one and seventy-two. and all of lot
one hundred and fifty-eight of said city of Grand
Haven, and east three-fonrths of Iota two hnndred
forty-one and two hundred forty-two of original
plat of said city of Grand Haven.
The southwest quarter of section four, township
seven, north, range fifteen west.
Undivided half of west half of south fraction of
tier ; the lands and premises in said mortgage
described, being to-wit: All that certain piece or
parcel ol land situate and being In the township
of Olive, county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
and described as follows, to-wit : The south three- 1
fourths (*{ths) of the west hall of the southeast |
quarter of section eighteen (18) in town six ifi) |
ctv
40 acres In Olive. Very good land and well
situated.
80 acres near Ventura Postofflce in Holland.
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town,










north of range fifteen (11) west, containing six y
(ft") acres, or so much thereof as may be necessary
to satisfy the amount due on said mortgage, with
Interest at the rate of ten per cent per year, and
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
attorney's fee of twenty five dollars as In said
mortgage agreed aud provided.
Dated Holland, August 20th. A. D. 1879.
MATT A LENA MENEGUA. .Vortgojee.






• / , COSTA iSht to.
northeast fractional quarter of icction t*enty-one,
township eight, north, range sixteen west, nine-
teen and twentyrtwo one-hundredths acres. All






And the Purest and Best Medical Quau-
TIK8 Of ALL OTHEH BtTTEMS.
THEY CURE
All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,
Blood, Liver, Kidneys aud Urinary Or-
gans, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,
Female Complaints and Drunkenness.
IIOOO in Gold
Will be paid for a case they will nol
cure or help, or for anything impure
or injurious found In them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and
free books, and try the Bitters before
you sleep. Take uo other.
Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief to
the Cheapest, Surest and best-
For sale by J. O. DOE.SBURG.
Order of Publication.
TATE OF MICHIGAN, The Twentieth Judicial
O Circuit, in Chancery.
Suit pending In the Circuit Court for the County
of Ottawa in Chancery, at tho city of Grand Ha-






Upon dne proof by affidavit on file that Evi J.
Sherman, the defendant In this cause, la a non-
resident of the raid State of Michigan, and is now
a resident of another of theee United States, to-
wit, of the State of New York, and on motion of
of which I nhall expose for sale at public auction,-
to the_ highest bidder, at the front door of the
FURNITURE.
The best and cheapest place to buy
FURNITURE
conn house in the city of Grand Haves, In said
county, on the Fir* |>»y of October, 1879,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dated August 15th, 1879.
JOOS VERPLANKE,
Sheriff of Ottawa County. Michigan.
Smith, Tims & Erwin, Attorney*. 27-7w.
The above sale has been postponed nnttl the
8th day of October A. D. 1879, at the
same place and hour mentioned above.
Dated October 1st, 1879.
JOOS VFRPLANKE,
Sheriff of Ottawa County, Michigan.
Smith, Nms & Erwin, Attorneys.
. _ - - Or IV II IT fin ____
l hl« Hurt »«, to i-rtvalcut among fi-m.iiei, i* buf Utile
Iw iil'Au! v.1 7 "f Ilf*'* pi ra urti.
\ , l 1 r i'i ' **'""1 Fartlilf,. nrw dcpiotnra in mrdlcinf.
A thoroughly common .mu treatment Applied directly
to the aril of the dome, amt Itoperiftc Inttm-nre exerted
• I OOf* r»r*wlaaa.l*awi I. ------- --- *•  — • - - * *•- -
effect.
------ non iiiiiwrin iiimiriic  rnra
.t ff. l'"* *n mnlr<))at* soothing ami reatnrativa
pain nr unpleaiantneu, anil do.* noUnterfere with the or
dinary pniyniu ..,,1 p oTlIfe. Circular# are sent In
perfectly plain envelope*, •ecur.-ly araled from obaervatlon,
anjlrcjncdr put up in neat plain buxe. i-l three aura, with
full direction* luiiil*. No. ), (enough to lait • month,)
SO ; No a. ( eunuch to laat two month* i . !8 : N o 3. > laitlng
three "jont h «, a n d ample for cure, excepting In chronic- 1», t _____ ____ ___ _ .. ......... 
ea»c») |io. With each box w# aend » Female Syriure
and •umeTonicPIlli,a*anxl|iarliatoth« remedy.




A Cheap Circulating Library.
y ^ndiUmpforapamphletiivingfull dncriptlnn VI )
^ being a thoroughly practical treatliaon thla diieoye r •
Prof. Harrli* Vaginal Paatlllea can ba obtained only from
HARRIS AEMEDY CO. RUG. CHEMISTS.
Warkst sad 8th Its. ST. LOUIS. MO.
Lowing & Cross, solicitors for complainant, it Is
ordered that the said defendant cause her appear-
where can befonnd tho largest and most complete




I propose to establish a CHEAP Clrcnlatlne
Library. Alt who wish to subscribe, call and And
ont about It.
H. D. POST.
A. L. HOLM S3, W. F. HARRIS.
A. L. Holmes A Co.
FOR SALE.
Manufacturers of and dealers in
west, between 11th
part 10x21house, main t
kitchen of 18x10.
Moulding* Brackets, &c.
I have the moat complete line of Undertaking
materials from the cheapest coffin to the celebrated
metal self-sealing casket, on hand.
^NK-ACRE LOT, on Land street, fronting
i and 12th streets, with
---- feet, 14 feet high, and a
Mr. C. D. Strong occupies the
jur-
ists
_____ ____________ _____ _ ____________ ,the bal-
ance on time.
the south H of the west X of lot 6 in block A.
Apply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmore, Mich., or at
88-8 mo.
BOOTS & SHOES,
premises at present, where those wishing to pt
chase may apply for Inspection. These prem a
will be sold cneap; small payment down, hi
th^s office.
Slippers, Etc. Etc. -•
at No. 74 Washington street,
Grand Haven, - - Mich.
Call and see my goods, J7o
trouble to snow goods.
KANSAS.
Having but recently formed our co-partnership,
we wish to Inform our fellow-citizens of Grand
Haven and surrounding towns that we have a fine
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
which we offer for sale cheap. However,
W. WAKKER.
Ho: land, Mich., July 1st, 1879. 21-3m
2, 000,000.000 acres of land fbr sale by the Atchl
son, Topeka and Santa 7e Railroad located In
Southern Kansas,— the garden of the continent.
For Information in regard to these lands; and how
to reach them call on or address
J. C. POST,
Agent for Ottawa County, Mlcb,
Custom Made Goods
will remain our Specialty.
Quality aT work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice. r V
’ A. L. HOLMES & CO. .
id Havw, Mich., March 1st, 1879. 45-w
ance to be entered In said cause within three
month" from the date of this order, and cause
notice thereof to be served on said complainant’s
solicitors, and In case of her appearance, that she
cause her arswer to complainant’s hill of com-
plaint. to he filed and a copy thereof served on
said complainant’s solicitors within twenty days
after service on her. or her solicitors, of a copy of
said hill and a notice of this order, and in default
thereof that said hill he takyn a« confessed by
said defendant. And It Is further ordered, that
within twenty days from the date of this order, the
complainant cause a copy of this order to be pub-
lished In the Holland City News, n newspaper
published and in circulation in said county ol
Ottawa, once In each week for six successive
weeks, or cause a copy of this order to he served
personally on said defendant at least twenty days
before the time prescribed herein for her appear-
ance.
EDWIN BAXTER. Circuit Court CommMontr,
in and for Ottawa County, Michigan.
Lowing Si Cross, Solicitors for Complainant.
[A True Copy.]
Attest: Alfred A. Tract, Register in Chancery.
32 7w.
TO $8,000 a year, or $5 to M0 a day
In your own locality. ri,lc;
Women do as1 well as men. Manv
j V O V make more than tho amount stated
above. No one can fall to make money fast, Any
one can do tho work. Yon can make from cts.
to $2 an hour by devoting your evenings and spare
time to the bniincss. It costs you nothing to try
the business. Nothing like It for money makinginc o u n in u i u iv iui
ever offered before. Business pleasant and itnct
ly honorable. Reader, if you want to
about tho best paving business
scud ns yonr address and weVOlU U» JUIH HUUIUPflUUU TV w ••• -----
particulars and private terms free: samples worth
$5 also free: you can then make rp JOOf
vonrself. Address GEORGE 8TINSON Aft).,
Portland, Maine. 19-lar
A WEEK In your own town, and no cap!-
%I l.tal risked. You can give the business a
all II ltr,al without expense. The best opportnn-
g/ V v»jty ever offered those willing to work. You
should try nothing else until yon see for yourself
what you can do at the business we offer. N'oroom
to explain here. You can devote all your time
or only.yourspare lime to the business, and make
great |>ay for every hour that you work. Women
maka os much as men. Send for special private
ms and particulars, which we mall free. $5
tilt free. Don’t complain of hard times while
a have snch a chance. Address H. HALLETT




Hay is scarce and dear.
Potatoes are plenty and good.
Everything is booming, especially with
the farmers.
Bukatiful new passenger coaches were
put on the Chicago & West Mich. {£. K.
this week. ̂
lr&*fc ^mNh^Capt. C. Dok has sold
schooner A. Plugger to his partner, Capt.
B. Van Rij. v
Local wheat buyers are paying the same
price that Grand Rapids merchants pay—
$1.00, and for an extra grade, more.
The autumn leaves are falling,
aspect is beautiful, but saddeuing^^^y^
Dit. W. Van Puttkn is building a large
barn lor his pet horses, in the rear of his
drug store.
Wheat ami I'ruit culturc is steadily on the
increase in this immediate vicinity.
Justice A. Bulks, of Zeeland, left on
Wednesday last on a trip to his rela
lives, at Orange City, Iowa.
Services at Grace (Episcopal) Church
to-morrow, both morning and evening, by
the Rector, Rev. E. W. Flo vet
According to Da Hope the revised figures
of the total amount of students at Hope
College, are at present 121, of which 23 are
young ladies.
Our banker, Mr. J. Van Putteu, and
three daughters, started for Chicago on
Wednesday last, to take in the Chicago
Exposition.
Can anyone explain why our sidewalks
are not repaired. Some of them on 12th
street and 9th street are a disgrace to the
city and have been so ever since Spring.
Several farmers are drilling in wheal
with superphosphate fertilizer. We hope
to be enabled to write up glowing accounts
lor them next year.
Our hotels are still crowded, and our
landlords are troubled to accommodate their
transient guests. Now is the time to build
additions, before lumber and labor“booms”
too high.
Mr. II. Boone and lady returne
Tuesday last from a trip
Exposition j^nfrtfcrir iif
family started on a similar trip on Wed-
nesday evening.
A new water tank is being built for the
Grand Haven railroad near the old one.
This road is constautlly improving under
the able Superintendence of Col. F. May.
During the first part of the week the
equinoctial winds blew strong and warm
from the south, making the city very dusty
and disagreeable. On Thursday morning





The old sc.Mow ariou Dixon was pulled
otl'llio beach and towed up to the city on
Thursday last. She will be repaired, we
are told, and may have to serve fur some-
body’s collln yet. '
We call the attention of our readers to
the new advertisement of Mr. E. J. Har-
rington, who has just unpacked and put
on the shelves one of the largest and most
comprehensive stock of goods ever brought
to this city. It must be seen to be appre-
ciated. See advertisement.
We are requested to announce that u
market-day will bo held in this city on
Wednesday, the 15th day of October, and
t > request our city papers, the SUndaard,
aud the Vrijheuh Bonier to copy the an-
nouncement.
Mr. E. De Spelder, one of our brightest
Mr. H. M. Danorkmond and family re-
turned on Tuesday last from a pleasant
trip up north.
The Grand Haven papers anounce that
Mr. J. H. Mitchell has left his law office in
that city, and will locate at Ionia.
Grant Rapids people inform us that
their fair was a failure owing to the high
price of the gate money.
Mothers will grow weary and sigh over
the baby’s troubles when Dr. Bull’s Baby
Syrup would relieve the child and thereby
giveJlhe mother rest.
Since wheat has been one dollar, our
wheat business has materially increased.
To see five or six .c^|j of wheat shipped
per day is nothing ‘strange any more, i
Special Notice!
Having Just returned from the Eastern Markets,
Id rwe would espectfully call the attention of our pa^
mns and the public ut large to the fact thut our
extensive aud i^a^uificent mock of
Has arrived, and will be readj lor Inspection on
Monday, September 15th.
Our stock this sen-on is one of the largest and




Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.
I Dr.R.A.Sckouteii,
FROPK-IIETOB,.
This new atora will keep a foil aupply of the beat
and lineal
Htdicm Ptrfum, Toilii Melt, Cipn,
French, English and Ger-
man Novelties
List of letters remaining in the Post-
office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 2d, 1879:
Henry Ganes, Charles Miles, Mrs. Alliat,
care of M. Me. Moors.
Wm. Verbkek, P. M.
We notice the marriage, on the 24th
ult., of our State Senator, George A. Farr,
to Miss Susie C. Slayton, of Stowe, Vt.
We add our congratulations to those of a
host of friends.
In the market. Particular attchUon la called to
our very extent! vu
DRESS GOODS
Department. In which will be found all the neweat
detdgna In French, English and German, a* well a*
Domestic Manufactures. We also cull special atten-
tion to our line of ALL WOOL
CASHMERES
The dwelling house of Mrs. Ben. Adams,
situated about twenty rods North of the
Chi. & VV. M. R. R. bridge, was burned
down on Saturday night last. It is gen-
erally believed to be the work of an incen-
diary.
It is a satisfaction to be able to go from
home of an eveuiug wilhW feeling the
dread that in one’s absence the children
may upset the lamp and burn the houses
or themselves. Those who have the Har-
ris & Smith Safety Lamp have no cause mciU to another column,
for fear on this point.
Call at G. Van Pulten & Son’s grocery
and dry goods house, if you want to see an
enormous stock of winter goods, which is
complete in its assortment, and a large
fresh stock of groceries. Call and exam-
ine for yourself. See their uew advertise-
The Allegan Journal says
Secretary of War will ask Congress to ap-
propriate $10,000 each for harbor improve-
ments at Muskegon and Grand Haven, and
In all the leading new shade*, at tub v*rt low
riucB or 5dc. i*eii yard, which we claim to be
the best ever sold nt this price. Also a very large
line of
Domestic Dress Goods
The latest style* lor l2Xc upward.
Plain and Brocaded
and Satins, ,
TO MATCH DRESS GOODS.
Silks
CLOAKS!
young graduates of Hope College, has $20,000 each for Black Lake (Holland) and
gone to Ann Arbor to study medicine.
If this young man finishes his studies in
medicine, we bespeak for him a place in
the front ranks of that profession.
- Miss Mary M. Ferry, sister of Senator
Ferry, was married on Wednesday last
with Eugene C. Allen, of Luddington.
Mich., at Grand Haven, in the First Pres-
byterian Church. A reception was given
in the evening at. the residence of Col.
William M. Ferry.
South Haven ; but nothing at all is recom
mended for Snugatuck.”
Hundreds of novelties, new style hat
flowers, feathers, birds, and other flueiies
huve just been received at the millinery
store of Misses L. & S. Van den Berge.
The stock is large and complete, and so
much so that our ladles need not go to the
large cities for a complete assortment. See
advertisement in another column.
Several of our readers, living at a dis-
tance, who are in arrears for their subscrip-
tion, will take notice that we have warned
them for the last time. We need the
money, and must have it, or we will keep
the paper. There is no use in being nice
about it any longer. Necmity knows no
yietty.
We are informed that several changes
have bten made in running freight trains
on the Chi. & West Mich. R. R., making
this the exchange place for engineers, con-
ductors, and brakemen, and that sev-
eral families will move into this city in
consequence. That’s good, the more the
merrier.
When any of our friends go to Grand
Rapids, and have occasion to take any
meals, wo refer them with pleasure to Mr.
B. Carpenter, opposite Sweet’s Hotel. It
is the most popular oyster house in that
city, and no pains are spared to make you
feel at home, and to serve you up the best
the market affords. See his advertisement
in another column.
A squash of immense length was raised
and brought to our office by Mr. A. J.
Hillcbrnnds. It measured, when straight-
ened out, nearly four feet ; and Mr. W. H.
Finch, of this city, showed us three Cali-
fornia cucumbers, whose aggregate length
was over ten feet. Such produce would be
fine to display ut a fair.
In the absence of authentic news from
that the ,,ur ovvn Corr('‘8P,m(lenl nt Naugatuck, we
.publish an interesting Item clipped from
the bike Shore Commercial of last week
“ Two prominent men of our villnggyjrful
a set-to last Monday on the Mason!
tion^unc of lllUlli IswgAgllfl [utlie ser
vice of Him who counseled peace and good
will to nil, and the other is a doughty dis-
ciple of Esculapius. A wordy war had
been raging for some minutes between
them when some sarcasm, more than usu-
ally stinging, aroused the old Adam iu
the worthy elder, aud the way in which he
sailed into the man of pills w mid soon
have resulted In a subject for a coroners in-
quest, had not that law abiding citizen,
Richard Roche, interfered and separated
the enraged combatants. Richard lugged
the M. D. off the battle field on his back
and the elder retreated, uttering anathemas
against all secret societies iu general, and
the sacriligious member in particular,
who had raised his hand against an an-
uointed servant of God. The Dr. was only
obliged to keep his bed for one dav, and
bow it fared with the elder we have been
unable to learn.” We can imagine who
that "annoinled servant of God” is.
Our Cloak* ami Dolman* were purchaHod early
in the season . and manufactured to onr order.
Elegant new style* of Cooks. $4.00 and $5.00.
Strictly all wool Cloak*. $K00,
Elegant Dolman*,
Also a full IlneoUWb- and Berlin made Cloaks
and Dolmatp'tfrcxcttedinglY low price*.
Alita^ery large stock of
•lankets, Flannels and
Beavers,
hlch we bought In June, which enable* u* to *ell
t$em fully 10 percent below present value.
ur assortment will be found very complete In
e»ry department, and our prices guaranteed a*
lor a* any In the trade.
7e employ none except polite clerks, who will
w good* cheerfully, and sample* will be *ent to
a«t /xirt of the city or country when desired.
A i.iTTTK after we went to press Inst week
we learned tnat Mr. R. Flanders, con-
ductor on the special freight train of the
Chicago & West Michigan Railroad, caught
his foot in a frog, and one of the wheels
of the locomotive passed over it, mashing
it badly. The thick sole of his shoe saved
the foot from being it total loss. Mr.
Flanders is laid up at the City Hotel, and
is under the cure of Dr. F. S. Ledeboer,
who reports his patient as doing well. .
On Wednesday Inst there wer^thieteen
persons on trial before Justices Post and
Van Schelvcn, on three warrants. Our
sheriff, prosecuting attorney, and several i
Grand Haven lawyers have made their!
luces familiar of late. Everything is boom-
ing, even the law business. The latest
news is that Hunton is still cross-examining.
We have to go to press now, and can’t giv
the result.
A fire broke out on Wednesday last
the rear of Mrs. M. F. Wheeler’s inilliney
store. The alarm was struck in time,
and the fire was put out in a few minutes
by persons who were on hand with
pails. No.2 fire engine, however, was my
hand in a few minutes. h»r thgr
were not needed. f The damages are slight.
A BLOODY BATTLE.
Tlie Regulars Whipped and
Maj. Thornburgh killed.
The following are the arrivals and
clearances as reporled at the custom house
up to Thursday night:
arrived.
Sept. 30-Sobr. Banner from Chicago, light.
Oct. 1— " J. L. Shank from Racine, light.
OLKA HKD.
Kept. 30-Schr. Banner to Chicago, to m lumber,
et. 1— J- L. Shank to Two River*. 4r«0 bu. ap-
ple*. 75 bkts peaches, 10U bkt* grapes,
20 bkt spears.
Just ns we go to press we learn of
dreadful disaster which’ occurred at the
Fair Grounds at Adrian, Mich., on Thurs
day last. The grand stand, upon which
were sealed hundreds of people, fell with
a crash, killing and maiming hundreds of
spectators. The superintendent was in tli
right place— under the stand. The bui
ers might to hay* been on the same spot.
Ourfelioolhousc disaster is now wiped out;
or, at least, “badly bcatdu.”
A meeting of the Teachers’ Association,
for the Towhship of Holland, will be held
on Saturday, November 1, 1879, nt 1
o’clock, P. M., at the so called ** Howard
School house,” School District No. 9, for
the purpose of promoting education and
cieucc, and improvements in the theory
and practice of teaching.
G. J. Van Duben,
. , Chas. Knooihuizen,
Com. on Publication.
We are in receipt of a copy of the Man-
ixtee Times of the 24th ult., kindly sent us
by our friend Mr. VV. W. Burke. The pa-
per £on tains au elaborate account about
the harbor of refuge at Portage Lake
and the surrounding country and its pros-
pects. Mr. Burke is building temporary
piers of brushwork, which settle down as
fast as the dredges take the sand away.
According to the .latest accounts this
work was progressing nicely, considering
the opportunities the weather permitted.
Owing to the many communications
hicli came crowding in upon us, and
hich have appeared in our columns, we
were interrupted in the publishing of Mr.
Van Vlissingeu’s article on North Caro-
lina. Since Mr. McLean’s and Mr. Van
Vlissingcu’s visit to this locality, last week,
we have made arrangements to republish
the first and four subsequent articles, in
order to let our readers know what one of
our countrymen, who is entirely disinter-
ested in the colonization plan, thinks about
locating and its opportunities, and we
think our readers will fiud it interesting
to read his description of a part of our
country about which the majority of them
! know little or nothing.
The latest exciting news by telegraph is
rom Milk River, Col., Sept. 29 (via Che-
reunc, Wy., Oct. 1). Thornburgh’s com-
mand was attacked in Bad Canyon at noon
to-day, one mile south from here, on our
march to the agency, by the Ute Indians.
We retreated in good order to the wagon
train, where we arc now entrenching our-
selves as fast a possible. At 3;30 p. m.
Thornburgh was killed instantly. During
tile retreat Capt. Pay no was slightly wound-
ed in two places. Lieut. Paddock and
Capt. Grimes are also painfully, but not
dangerously, wounded. Ten enlisted men
and wagon-master Mcfunstry were killed,
and at least twenty five enlisted men and
teamsters wounded. The command is now
very well sheltered; but now and then are
heard the guns of new hosliles who have
just arrived. Our poor mules and horses
are getting it all around. The red devils
fired the grass all around us to hum us
out. About threerfourths of our horses
and mules haVe been killed. Should rein-
forcements reach us in five days we can
hold out very well with our supplies and
nmmuntiion. LATER. — Every man is
diguing trenches and hauling out the (lend
animals for defense for to-morrow, for we
fu'ly expect them hack at daylight. LA-
TER.— Reinforcements to the Dumber of
550 men have been dispatched, under Col.
Merrit, of the 5th Cavalry, to the relief of
Capt. Payne. Gen. Sheridan has also or-
dered six companies from Fort Snclling,
near St. Paul, to be sent to Rawlins sin-
lion, on the Union Pacific Railroad, which
is about 200 miles from the scene of the
massacre. It is believed in Denver the
agent and his family and clerks, etc., have
been murdered. More particulars in our
nextlssue.
f. i lorn,
Coher Canal and Bronson,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Strictly One Price Establishment




U4 New Utptrturt in
Writing Material, Snuff,
And tbc finest assortment of
Wines & Liquors,
(for Medicinal use only,)
And almost everything else belonging in a well
stocked drug store.
The above firm sre the manufacturers of DR.
SCIIOUTKN’S
Trade Made
»*m a kii «i * ii* j«u Minus
teal BcIidm, aa ntinl*
Ntw aa4 poilliul, cfftel*
if* Rimidf for Um ipctdr
»nd pcnnintnt Cure or
Seminal Emissions St
Im potency by th* only
tipal Sait of (h* Dlieut, attiaf bp
true way. visi Direct
Application to thi pria*
r Abeor -----Pi - - beorpUon. tad curt*
lar It* iptrifie ieflornee ea th* Bemlual Ve*lulea, EJao-
ulstorr Du ota, Prostste Gland, aad Urethra. Th* um
of th* Ilimid, ii attended with ao puo or iBConrtaieac*. and_ — ..tur )' la ain an e ,
don doI interfere with th* ordinar)' porauite of lif* ; it |*
cuieklf d inolied aad anoa abeorbed, prodecinr an Imme-
Glato aootliinr and reatoratif* effect upon tar eeiuil and
pertona orfamaaiiont wrecked from aelf-abuea nd eiceieei,
itoppinf the drain fTou the eyeum, reetorlof th* mind to
health and sound memory, raaorinc the Dimness of
Slcbt, Nervous Debility, Confueioa of Idoao, Aver-
ciou to Society, eta, eta, and the appearance of prema-
ture old age uiually accampanyiof thia troubl*, and rntor*
inf perfect Sexual Vigor, where it ha* been dormant for
feara. Thia mod* of treatment ha* atood Ut* teet in rrry
lerera raaee, end le now a pronounced aucecia. Drug! are
too much prescribed in thee* trouble*, and, aa manr can bear
witneia to, with but little if an, permanent food. There i* no
Noneenee about tbia Preparation. Practical obaerralion enable*
tbouMod* of teitimooiali a* to Ita valua, and It la now conceded
by th* Medical I'rofeuion to be th* moat rational mean* jet
dmorered of reaching and enrinf thia verj prevalent tronUe,
and urmn whom qusctis pr*j with their *Mle*a noitrumi ani
biff ices. The Homed j la put op In neat boict. of three alia*.
'• a.
•••,)
No. 1, (enoo*b to I ait a month,) ISt No. S, (aoficient o
affect a permanent curt, unleaa in aerare caata,) |0i No, 8,
(taatinf oiar three month*, will atop amlMlona and raator*
tifor m the wont caiei.) 17. Sent bj
The best quality of Sewing Machine
Needles, suitable for nil the different kinds
of machincA, for sale at
D. BERTSCH.
A Complete nssorimeut of Spectacles
to suit the dificrenl qualities and ages of
sight, just received, Ht
J. O. Doesburg’s Drug Store.
. .. y mill, eealed, in plaia
wrapper*. Full DIRECTIONS for usluy will accom-
pany EACH BOX.
>hrnd for a Deicnptita Pamphlet flrlnf Anatomical ̂
it llluatrationi, which will contincr th* moat akeptical m
K that they cm be reitorrd to perfect manhood, tad 
W fitted for tb* duliea of life, lame aa if never affected, ff
\bent Seeled for stamp to toy on*. Bold ONLY by tb*^
HARRIS REMEDY CO.MF’G CHEMIST!





Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Mne of Gold Fens.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoilakd, March 84,1878. 6— ly.
1 y
mi-sous m Emeu mis
.A.1TD
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
Prcacripttons carefully compound at all honri,
day or night. 3ti-ly




- Juit received at —
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete a**ortmpnt of Children'* and Infmt*
*hoea for rail nml winter, and a frill line of
Ladle*’ and Gentleman’* weaty04 y
CALL AND SB3 US. 1






E. F. METZ & SISTER,
a laroeXano






AND AU. KINDa OP
GLOVES,
FANCY GOODS.
Warner’s Health Preserving Corsets.
Hair Dre**lng done, and Switches made to order,
t'nll In and »ee our gclcctloni. Wo ahall deem it a
pleasure to show our good*,
ai-fimo. v E. K. METZ & SISTER.
PMENIX PLANING MILL.
Wm, fin Irl 1 Co.
Manufacturer* of
doors, sash,
Blinds, Stair Hailing, Etc,
lUvlng recent! v porcha*od tlm Phcriilx Planing
Mill, are now belter prepared than ever to do
nil hind* of





Any one of the above article* made to order :t»
any Hjzc or measure on ehort notice and at Giandoil!
Rapid* prices.
Cor. River A Tenth sts.
88- tv
A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day nr
homo made by the Indaatrlou*. UahltnJ
Inot required; we will atari yon. Mer.
women, hoy* and girl* make mom r fuaitr
at work for ns than at anything elie. The work i*
light and pleaaant.and *ucli a* anyone can go right
at. Thoae who are wl*o who ace thia notice wi.l
lend na their nddreew*nt onrenml «*«• for them
aelvea. CofftlJ outfit nml term* free. Now in (he
time. Tho*e already nt work are laying up large
*um* of none/. AddreiaTltUK & CO., Aeuata,
•Maine. „ |8-ly
mSOODi HOW LOST, OmiOFJD!
S/flMn.
yaJ-r icir
•In*t published, a new edition of
2. CULVEEWELL'3 CILEBBATII EC-
BAY on the ren/fca/ ctffpfwlthoui med-
ne) of spermatorrlxea or demlnal
WeakneM, Involuntary Seminal Lo*re*t Impo-
tency, Mental and 1’hyslra! lucatiacity. Impedi-
ment* to .Marriage, etc,: al*o Con*(imption, EpU-
cp*y and Flu Induced by aolf-indalgenceor sexual
extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated author, In thl* admirable Emo' ,
clearly demouHttatc*. from a thirty year*’ ancre/-
ful practice, that the alarming conK’qntiice* ol
*elf-abusc may be radically enred w I thorn th* dtiii-
gerom use of Internal mediclheor the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of core at ni.ee
simple, certain and tffectnH.bv mien* of wbkh
every Huffcrer.no matter what nln condition msy
be. may cnrehimaelf cheaply, privately and tool
colly.
This Lecture should be In the handa ol
every youth and every man In the land.
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HYMENEAL PACTS WILL OUT.
, BY q. L. MARION.
a iroodly youth of two-and-twenty.
jid. unbroken, my days Rlide amoothly by;
I’mAnd. uij uujo KI1UOBU1Q
For a lady-love, with money plenty,
Peralta no cause for a tear nor a sigh.
Yet ilgliiug I feel now would relent me;
Or. with a girl's weakness, maybe I’d cry;
For I say, with a vengeance, and no joking,
When one’s secret leaks out it is provoking.
Now a mrfid I love, ah 1 a damsel fair.
With cheeks like a rose and eye like a star I
In wooing I took particular care.
And soon I beheld my conquest afar.
Bui the lassie I won this could not bear
(ror Grace is so modest ; in fact, we both are),
nut of our wedding one word should we breathe
Till the day a garland was her head to wreathe.
* Because,” said Grade, “ I wish to surprise
Dame Rumor, the Misses Andrus and Grays.
Beside, how could I meet curious eyes !
‘The fair bride elect 1’ as everyone says,
‘ Who weddc.1 will be when summer-time d'es
And fades gently Into fool autumn days I ’
I know I should blush and feel rather queer.
Now say not a word, love; promise me, dear."
Of course I promised-how could I refuse.
When those blue eyes so earnestly pleaded ?
Moreover, I think that no one would choose
To have the fact known till it was needed;
So o’er the affair in quiet did muse.
And with our intent nearly succeeded,
When, lo! some atij" reporter cut the cute caper
Of getting the news to stick in his paper.
Oh! wouldn't I like a punch at his nose
For poking his smeller where he’d no call;
A pity it is one naught can propose
Without these reporters knowing it all.
Thus, my secret (as the paper well shows)
Will be a surprise, if any, but small;
But still, just the same, we wended will be,
But not a blamed “scribbler” there shall you see 1
I say, young men on the hymeneal strain,
Try and outwit these newspaper fellows,
Else ne’er an intent will quiet remain:-,, “pwrs" of a blacksmith’s bellows
Get “wind" of a fact they’ll “blow" it to Spaia;
Now, if they’d wait till a wedding it mellows,
Then the nuptials proclaim of the lover true.
The event would b- more refreshing and new.
Bloomington. Ill, •
ALMOST BURIED ALIVE.
Authentic uad 1 hrlliing Narratives by an
Old Phyaldan,
The lectures which have recently
been delivered on “ living burials,” by
a physician of eminence, prove that
anch things happen in countries where
rapid interment succeeds death much
more frequently than the generality of
people would deem possible.
We who hold our dead sacred, and
who err, if anything, on the side of
peared, but with no dead child in her
arms — the little thing's arms were
clasped lovingly round her neck as she
pressed him to her bosom. The mourn-
ful assemblage was turned into one of
joyful congratulation. The woman
would never speak of the means she
used to restore the boy to consciousness ;
indeed, although she became from that
hour a resident in the family, and a
trusted and valued friend, she forebore
ever referriig to the incident in which
she played so important a part. She
lived to see the rescued child married
and with a family of his own aroundhim. - * ;
“The heroine of the second anecdote
was a first cousin to the above ‘ rescued
child ’—a young lady of 13 or U years
old. After a somewhat protracted ill-
ness, she, to all appearance, died. The
mother literally refused to believe it,
although the doctors and the other in-
mates of the honse saw no reason to
doubt the fact. The funeral was ar-
ranged, the grave made, and the speci-
fied three days had come to an end.
The mother had never left her daugh-
ter’s body; she had tried every availa-
ble means to restore her, but tc no
avail. As the hour approached for the
ceremony to take place, she became
more and more distracted and more
desperate in her efforts to convince her-
self that life still lingered. As a
last resource, she went for some
strong elixir, and taking oat
of her pocket a fruit-knife with
two blades — one blade of gold, the oth-
er of silver— proceeded by continual
working to force the gold blade between
the teeth ; when inserted, she poured a
drop of the elixir on the blade, then
another and another, and tried to make
it enter the mouth; but it seemed only
to trickle back again and down the
chin. Still she persevered, becoming
more desperate as the moments flew on
to the hour, now so near, when her
child was to be taken from her. At the
very last, when she was beginning to
dread the very worst, she thought she
detected a slight spasm in the throat,
and, on closer examination, she became
aware that the liquid was no longer re-
turning as it did at first. She contin-
ued the application, every moment feel-
ing more excited and more joyfully
hopeful. Presently the action of swal-
under the bed ; then, calling assistance,
she carried the girl into another
room, and put her to bed. The doctor,
who had been at once sent for, ordered
her to be taken from home without de-
lay, and they started as soon as was
possible. She perfectly recovered ; but,
strangely enough, could never call to
mind the startling events of her return
to life. She afterwards married the
gentleman who was the hero of the first
story. Her poor friend, when extricated
much pain. This evidence proves be-
yond a doubt that a hitherto-unsuspected
danger lurks in our midst. Wall- papers
have been repeatedly shown to be dan-
gerous, and fly-papers have been known
to require watchfulness in using; but
until now it has scarcely been obrerved
that flies themselves might bo the .trans-
mitters of the poison they have possibly
— . — > — — “j -“***0, OD uo o uc U1
keeping them too long unburied, must
creerwlvRr kiUd 0f .h0n0r ,nopelui- ̂ ntly the action of swal-
! ? ~ lowlng became more d6cided ; she felt aKnWt o? '' ',eeble-flatter Bt heart, and, before
sad ceremonies are gone through in
some countries where climate renders
speedy interment after decease an abso-
lute necessity. I propose to relate
three marvelous ' escapes from living
burials which happened to different
members of the same family at different
periods. The scene was in Italy; the
facts were related to me by the daugh-
ter of two of the parties concerned, and
I shall tell the tale as nearly as uossible
as she told it to me :
You will scarcely wonder,” she said,
“ at my horror of being buried alive
when I tell you that a peculiar fate
seems to pursue our family, or at least
did pursue it in the last generation.
My father was an only son, and, from
having been bom several years after
his parents’ marriage, was an object of
especial devotion. His mother was un-
able to nurse him herself, and a coun-
trywoman was procured from a village
some distance from the chateau where
his parents resided, who was not only
well calculated to replace the mother
as a nurse, but was of so affectionate a
disposition that she seemed to throw
her whole soul into her care for the
well-being of the child, and lavished as
much affection on him as did the real
mother. When the age came for wean-
ing him, it was found impossible to ac-
complish it while the nurse remained
with him; and so, after many terrible
scenes and the most heart-breaking
sorrow on her part, she had to go. The
boy throve very well until he was about 3
years old, when he was attacked by
Borne childish malady, and to all appear-
Aauce died.
“It is unnecessary to dwell on the dis-
tracted grief of the parents. The moth-
er could scarcely be induced to leave
'the body, and, even though all life was
•extinct, grudged every moment as it
flew toward the time when even what
was left of her darling would have to be
removed forever. (The time that was
allowed by the Government for bodies
to remain unburied was three days.)
The father gave strict orders that the
child’s nurse should not be informed of
the death of k her foster son until after
the funeral, as he felt convinced she
would at once come to see him, and he
dreaded the effect the sight of her; grief
might have on the already broken-
hearted wife. However, the order was
ill-kept, and on the morning of the
funeral, after the guests had arrived and
were grouped round tlie coffin taking
their last farewell of the lovely boy, in
rushed the nurse, her hair down, her
dress all torn and travel-stained, her
boots nearly worn pff her feet. On
hearing the news, she had started off
without waiting for extra clothing, with-
out word or look to any one, and had
run the w'hole night in order to be in
time to see her boy. As she entered
the room, she pushed past the servants
and guests, and, on reaching the coffin,
seized the child, and, before any one
was aware of her intention, or had ‘pres-
ence of mind to prevent her, she had
vanished with him in her arms. It was
found she had carried him off to the
grenier , or garret. She paid no atten-
tion to threats or entreaties, and all at-
tempts at forcing the door were equally
fruitless. The guests waited patiently,
hoping that she would before long re-
turn to her senses, and bring back the
c liild’ s body for burial.
“At the end of an hour or more they
lieard the heavy furniture rolled away
e door opetoed. The nurse ap-
long, the eyes gradually opened and
closed again; but the breathing be-
came quietly regular, and the mother
was satisfied that now no one would dis-
pute the fact; so she called her house-
hold round her, and proved to them the
joyful fact that her child was restored
to her, and that no funeral procession
would leave the honse that day. Be-
fore long the child fully recovered.
The fruit-knife, with its two blades, is
to this day the most prooious heirloom
in the family possessions.
“ The recovered one lived to form a
deep attachment for her cousin (the
rescued boy of the first story), possibly
from the fact of the strange similarity
in their early history ; but his affections
were already engaged by the young
ady whose story we are now going to
relate, the facte of which resemble some-
what those already told. This young
person was no longer a child when
death seemed to claim her, byt had
reaclmd the age of 18 or 19. Bhe had
been suffering from au infections and
dangerous fever, and when the crisis ar-
rived, instead of rallying, she, to all ap-
pearance, died. It was the custom in
the district in which she lived to dress
marriageable girls as brides after death,
and to bury them in their bridal cos-
tume. The young lady in question was
therefore laid out as a bride, in a white
dress, orange-flower wreath and veil.
“ The day before the funeral, the
most intimate friend of the deceased,
who had been on a visit at a distance,
came home, and insisted with floods of
tears that she should be allowed to see
her. The mother most decidedly re-
fused, explaining that her daughter had
been the victim of au infectious fever,
and that she could not allow the
daughter of a friend to run the risk of
catching it. The young lady persisted,
and would not leave the house; but the
mother, much as it pained her, was firm
in her refusaL However, in the evening
the young friend, being on the watch,
saw the paid watcher leave the room to
go down to her supper, leaving the door
unlocked. She immediately entered,
and, having reverently kissed her
friend’s pale face, knelt down by tho
side of the bed to pray. There were
candles at each side of the bed at its
head, and two placed on a table at its
foot.
“ The poor girl was deep in her pray-
ers, when suddenly, without any move-
ment or warning, the dead girl sat up,
and said, in a sharp tone of voice,
‘ Quefait tu la ?* — (What are you do-
ing there?) Startled and horrified to
the last degree, her friend sprung from
her knees, and, in trying to rash out of
the room, upset the table on which the
candles were placed, and became wedged
between it and the bed, her head down-
most. Inextricably entangled, she
shrieked loudly for help. The supposed
dead girl had a keen sense of the ridicu-
lous, and, being weakened from illness,
she went off into a hysterical fit of
laughter; and the more ner poor friend
kicked and screamed, the more she
kept up the duet by peals of laughter.
The mother and household, hearing the
noise, rushed up as quickly as possible.
The mother was the first to enter the
room, and, being a quick-witted woman,
at once comprehended the situation.
She flew to her daughter, and, angrily
ordering her to be quiet and not laugh
at her friend’s misfortune, she pressed
her to her bosom, and, lia-stily tear-
ing off wreath and veil, dropped |
from her unpleasant position, was quite
delirious; she had a nervous fever, of
which she nearly died, and she never
entirely recovered from the shock her
friend s sudden return to life had given
her.”
On writing to the lady who related
these anecdotes, for permission to pub-
lish, she says: “You are at liberty to
make what use you like of our family
story, on condition you do not mention
names of family or places; but you may
add that all three who were so nearly
buried alive lived to be very old— my
father to 84, my mother and aunt to 76
—retaining their health, rare intelli-
gence, and to a wonderful extent their
personal beauty, to the last.”
Making 261 Miles in Eighteen Hours.
It was interesting to learn by Wes-
ton’s help that a man can travel 560
miles in 144 hours, but it is not less
wonderful, audit may be far more use-
ful, to learn that a man, using no other
motive power than nature has given
him, can cover more than twice the dis-
tance in considerably less time. That
fact was demonstrated at the recent
bicycle match in London, when the
winner in six days of eighteen hours
each covered the enormous distance of
1,404 miles, and the second man made
only fourteen miles less. Scores of 200
miles a day were made so often, and by
so many men, as to be scarcely worth
mentioning, but the winner’s 261 miles
in a single period of eighteen hours, or
at the rate of nearly fifteen miles an
hour, makes the future and the past
The Horrors of Siberian Exile.
Of the treatment of political exiles in
Siberia I have before me a thrilling de-
scription from the pen of Mr. Robert
Lemke, a German writer, who has vis-
ited the various penal establishments of
Russia with an official legitimation.
He had been to Tobolsk ; after which
he had to make a long, dreary journey
in a wretched car, until a high mount-
ain rose up before him. In its torn
and craggy flank the mountain showed
a colossal opening, similar to the mouth
of a burnt-out crater. Fetid vapors,
which almost took away his breath, as-
cended from it.
Pressing his handkerchief upon bis
lips, Mr. Lemke entered tho opening of
the rock, where he found a large watch-
house, with a picket of Cossacks. Hav-
ing shown his papers he was conduct©!
by a guide through a long, very dark
and narrow corridor, which, judging
from its sloping descent, led down into
some unknown depth. Tn spite of his
good fur, the visitor felt extremely cold.
After a walk of some ten minutes
through the dense obscurity, the
ground becoming more and more soft, a
vague shimmer Nof light became ob-
servable. “ We are in the mine!” said
the guide, pointing with a signiflean
gesture to the iron cross-bars which
closed the cavern before them.
The massive bars were covered with
a thick rust. A watqhman appeared,
who unlocked the heavy iron gate.
Entering a room of considerable ex-
tent, but which was scarcely a man’s
height, and which was dimly lit by an
V — ---- ----- «uu ut) st 0ll‘lamP’ the V18it°r asked: “Where
possibilities of personal rapid transit* are we i>” the sleeping-room of the
so to speak, compare very much as the I con(JemBa<l! Formerly it was a pro-
creeping of a child contrasts with his ' ductlve 8al,erJ of the mine; now it
-- - — ’* ’ - serves as a shelter.”
The visitor shuddered. This subter-
ranean sepulcher, lit by neither sun nor
moon, was called a sleeping room. Al-
covo-like cells were hewn into the rock ;
here, on a couch of damp, half-rotten
straw, covered with a sackcloth, the un-
fortunate sufferers were to repose from
the day’s work. Over each cell a cramp-
iron was fixed, wherewith to lock up the
prisoners like fqrocioHs dogs. No door,
no window anywhere.
I Conducted through another passage,
where a few lanterns were placed, and
whose end was also barred by an iron
gate, Mr. Lemke came to a large vault,
partly lit. This was the mine. A deaf-
ening noise of pickaxes and hammers.
There ho saw hundreds of wretched
figures, with shaggy beards, sickly faces,
reddened eyelids; clad in tatters, some
of them barefoot, others in sandals, fet-
tered with heavy foot-chains. No song,
no whistling. Now and then they shyly
looked at the visitor and his companion
The water dripped from the stones; the
convicts were thoroughly wet. One of
them, a tall man with suffering mien,
labored hard with gasping breath, but
strides as a man. If these men had
kept up their traveling for two days
more, only the lack of a solid roadbed
would have prevented their keeping
company with the swiftest steamer
across the Atlantic, and they actually
did cover within those 108 hours the
distance of a crow’s flight between
London and Constantinople. With
the aid of this new “iron horse,” a man
may make the “round trip” over twice
the extreme length of the British island
in less than a week, or, translated into
distance familiar to us, it would lie
child’s play to go on a bicycle to Coney
island and back by road in an afternoon,
or to Albany, along the beautiful banks
of the Hudson, in a day. That such
comparisons as these are not mere
flights of fancy will easily be believed
when it is learned that the machine is
regarded in England more as a useful
tool than as a curiosity or a toy, that
country doctors and postmen use them
on their rounds, and no less than 60,000
have been made and sold. On such a
basis of experience as these facts give,
it is asserted that the use of the
machine does not cause disease, as was
once thought, and that any one, oven the 8trolte8 of pickax were not heavy
the weakest or the most timid, may use ! and firm enough to loosen tho rock,
them, as, with a little experience, the1 are vou here?” Mr. T.p,
novel made of progress becomes as easy
and natural as walking, with the pleas‘-
ant addition of a delightful exhilaration
caused by the sense of power and the
rapid rush through the air. Daring
the match above noticed, for instance,
the contestants habitually ate and
driink while in motion, and sometimes
“seemed to doze”- but it may be donbtr
ed whether this was when going at the
rate of a mile in four minutes.— Aretc
York paper.
Tobacco in the Hen-Roost.
A French gentleman has developed
a theory that the inhalation of tobacco
smoke by fowls causes their flesh to as-
sume a wonderfully white color and be-
come very tender at the same time. He
accordingly shut up a chicken in his
fowl-house, and set fire to a store of
“caporal,” which he left burning in the
place. The young fowl, eo- far from
being averse to the odor of the narcotic,
was inclined to trv its taste as well as
i?s smell, and had in a few days’ time
consumed so much “caporal” that its
flesh was not onlv whitened, but abso-
lutely “nicotinized” with poison. To it
as it stood— probably in a rather stnpid
state -upon its perch entered one night
an adventurer. The precious bird was
carried off, plucked, cooked and eaten,
and a short time after breakfast the
thief was seized with violent and intol-
erable pains. He rushed to the doctor,
heedless of the necessity which would
arise of disclosing his nocturnal esca-
pade. He was found to have been poi-
soned by the nicotine contained in the
flesh of the fowl, and was with some
difficulty saved from death.
The Danger of House Flies.
It mav not have occurred to many of
our readers that common honse flies' are
capable of doing serious mischief. At
this season of the year they are usually
an unmitigated nuisance. It will ap-
pear from the following case they may
>e worse : The matron of an establish-
ment, in opening her mouth in the act
of yawning, allowed a fly, which had
)een crawling over a poisoned fly-paper,
or tasting the infusion in which it was
soaked, to dart into her throat. In a
ew minutes the throat and head be-
came greatly swollen, violent retching
ollowed, and it seemed evident that
the sufferer was poisoned. Repeated
•hem on the floor and kicked them | emetica^tored he7hut oSjafta
Why y Lemke
asked.
The convict looked confused, with an
air almost of consternation, and silently
continued Iris work.
“It is forbidden to tho prisoners,”
said the inspector, “to speak of the
cause of their banishment I”
Entombed alive; forbidden to sav
why !
“ But who is the convict?” Mr. Lemke
asked the guide, with low voice.
“It is number 114!” the guide re-
plied, laconically.
“This I see,” answered the visitor;
but what are the man’s antecedents?
To what family does he belong?”
u “He is a Count,” replied the guide;
“a well-known conspirator. More, I re-
gret to say, I cannot toll you about
Number 114!”
The visitor felt as if he were stifled
in the grave-like atmosphere — as if his
chest were pressed in by a demoniacal
nightmare. He hastily asked his guide
to return with him to the upper world.
Meeting there the commander of/ the
military establishment, he was obliging-
ly asked by that officer :
“Well, what impression did our penal
establishment make upon you? ”
Mr. Lemke stiffly bowing in silence,
the officer seemed to take this as a kind
of satisfied assent, and went on :
“Very industrious people, the men
below; are they not?”
“But with what feelings,” Mr. Lemke
answered, “must these unfortunates
look forward to a day of rest after a
week of toil?”
“Rest!” said tho officer; “convicts
must always labor. There is no rest for
them. They are condemned to perpet-
ual, forced labor; and he who once en-
ters the mine never leaves it! ”
“But this is barbarous ! ”
The officer shrugged his shoulders,
and said : “The exile works daily for
twelve hours; on Sundays, too. They
must never rest. But, no; I am mis-
taken. Twice a year, though, rest is
permitted them— at Easter time and on
the birthday of his Majesty the Em-
peror.” — Karl Blind, in the Contempo-
rary Review.
The plague of rats, which infested the
Deccan district, in India, is rapidly be-
ing “wiped out.” Nearlv one hundred
thousand have been killed atHubil,
fifty thousand at Gadag, and seventy-
five thousand at Nowgund. Very large
numbers are being destroyed in the
Southern Maratha country.
KITTIE WHITE. '
Ob. Kittle Whlta! fair KltUe White
You’ve anared my very heart to-nlg’ht
With glance so like aoft euuaet’a ray. ’
Which meet* the eyaat cioae of day’
We shyly look— we dire cot gaze— ’
Lost dazzled by those parting rays.
Oh, Kittle White! glad Kittle White,
Of all the merriest, lovolieet sprite.
Your tresses bright seem golden spray.
When tossing in the breeze at play;
And childhood’s dreams come back once more
Of angel guests from brighter shore.
Oh, Kittle White ! loved Kittle White. •
Though not with costly gems bedight,
Diamonds or pearls I cannot prize,
•Gainst pearly teeth and sparkling eyes;
Ibese are the riches past nis quest
Who only is of gold possest.
Oh, Kittle White 1 dear Kittle White,
No wonder that my heart ia light—
A smile from thee, Uion charming elf,
Illumes for mo the world itself!
And, if of aught I dream to-night,
My dreams will be of Kittle White.
Chicago, 111. w.
PITH AND POINT.
A thermometer gains notoriety by
degrees.
How to get up pork and beans— Take
an emetic.
Beer fills many a bottle, and the bot-
tle many a bier.
Belongs to a screw steamer The
steamer’s (s)crew.
Motto for the milkman— To the pure
all things are pure.
Now is the time to put up your stove-
pipe and yet your fall soot.
A bird-fancier calls his canaries
“Riches,” because they have wings.
“I’m in for it,” as the fellow remarked
who was jailed for taking a pocket-
book.
A lively female gossip with but one
arm is known as “the short-hand re-
porter.”
A bachelor’s house should have no
Eves.— H'a ter Zoo Observer. Suppose
he had gutter cister’n in the house?
“Where yer bin, Billy?” “Bin
fishin’.” “Ketch anythin’?” “No.
But I expect to when I get in the
house.”
“ Beaconsfield has become a regu-
lar old woman,” says a correspondent.
He probably spends his time darning
Afghans.
People who shoot at Kings and Em-
perors need a little Creedmoor prac-
tice. They usually score nothing out of '
a possible one.
The Boston Transcript says : “ Mys-
tery deepens in every family.” Ah ; the
Bostonians are serving hash in deeper
dishes, eh !
You can keep a bee away from yon
by the use of tobacco-smoke, bnt a bee
is always in such a confounded hurry
that he gets in his work before you can ’ '
ight your cigar.
A MINISTER »t Oshkosh
Cribbed a sermon from Dr. Mi Cosh.
And soared with such tiights
To philosophy’s heights
That his listeners said it was bosh.
A Massachusetts lady is reported
to have scolded her little boy for taking
a drink of water at a hotel. “For,”
said she, “we pay a dollar for our din-
ner, and water is very filling.”
“No, sir,” said the gentleman from
Pittsburgh, “I was not in the war, but my
brother was, and he was wounded.”
“Ah! indeed. Seriously wounded?”
“Yes, sir; he was shot in the horse.”
When a handsome Baltimore lady
asked a pedestrian to knock a man
down who had been following her he
swiftly obeyed, and was not mnch as-
tonished to learn that it was her hus-
band.
“ I would box your ears,” isaid a
young lady to her stupid and tiresome
admirer, “if—” “If what?” he
anxiously asked. “If,” she repeated,
“ I could get a box large enough for the
purpose.”
Rector’s wife (severely) : “ Tommy
Robinson, how is it you don't take your
hat off when you meet me?” Tommy:
“ Well, marm, if I take off my hat to
you, what be I to do when I meet the
parson himself?”
Women somehow get over childish
notions that men never outgrow. Some
men celebrate the anniversary of everv
birthday as long as they live, while
women quit doing so almost as soon as
they grow up.
Lightning has been accused of some
strange freaks lately. One day last
week it struck a Jersey editor in the
throat and passed down to his stomach.
He paid his ten cents, and it didn’t hurt
him a bit.
u M We wish,” says a Texas newspaper,
“that a few of onr citizens could be
permitted to live till they died a natu-
ral death, so as to show the world what
a magnificently healthy country Texas
leally is.”
Edison hasn’t yot got up a machine
which will materialize the feelings of a
young man when he takes another
man’s 50-cent hat off the tonsorial peg
and ascertains that its owner has mean-
dered with his silk tile.
I NEiiiiKR breaks a colt afore lie’a old enough to
trabbel;
I nebber digs my tatera till dey’s plenty big to
grabbel;
An’ when you Men me risin’ up to ‘atroctify in
meetia’.
I'a fust climb up de knowledge tree and done aome
appleeatln*.
Late in the afternoon one of the po-
lice discovered a boy about 9 years old
curled up in a comer of Machinery
hall, and made inquiry : “Bub, what
are you doing here?” “I’m lost! ” was
the laconic reply. “How long since you
have^een your friends?” “Well, I left
dad about three hours ago, I guess.”
“And you’ve been lost ever since?”
“Yes.” “Well, it’s too bad.” “Y-yes,
it’s a sad case,” said the lad, trying to
appear very brave, “but I’ll bet that
while I’m doing all the lasting, dad’s
doing most of the feeling bad !”— De-
troit Free Press,
FACTS AlO) FIGURES.
It is estimated that 20,000 more per-
sons visited Saratoga this season than
ever before.
Over $1,000 a month is wasted in lot-
tery tickets by the mill hands of Bridge-
port, Ct.
From official statistics just published
it appears that the number of ̂ licides
Prussia simin nce 1874 has gone on in-
creasing to an alarming extent. Where-
as in that year 2,826 of such cases oc-
curred, the list in 1877 showed a total
of 4,330, divided between 3,559 males
and 771 females.
The postal department and telegraph,
that in many European countries are
sources of revenue to the Government,
are carried on in Russia at an expense
to the Government. The official ac-
deaf ear to the appeal, the journals con-
fined themselves to reporting occur-
rences, and ceased altogether attacking
Nihilism itself. The press has, as a
matter of fact, discontinued its assist-
ance of combating the revolution. The
evils in the system of government are,
on the other hand, so numerous that
there is no lack of materials for attacks
against present institutions, and, in
this was, fresh ground is prepared for
Nihilism.
counts for tlte next year put the postal
income at 13,465,000 rubles and the
expenses at 14,380,000, the deficit being
915,000 rubles. The telegraph income
is put at 6,563,000 rubles and the ex-
penses at 6,907,000, the deficit being
thus 344,000. Consequently, the postal
and telegraph deficit sums up 1,250,000
rubles.
A rapid penman can write thirty
words a minute. To do this he must
draw his quill through the space of a
rod— sixteen feet and a half. In forty
minutes his pen travels a furlong, and
in five hours and a third, a mile. We
make on an average sixteen curves or
turns of the pen in writing each word.
Writing thirty words a minute we must
make 488 to each second ; in an hour,
28,800; in a day of only five hours,
144.000, and in a year of 300 days, 43,-
200.000. The man who made 1,000,000
strokes with a pen a month was not at
all remarkable. Many men, newspaper
men for instance, make 4,000,000. Here
we have, in the aggregate, a mark 300
miles long to be traced on paper by
each writer in a year.
An interesting and valuable state-
ment has been prepared at the Treas-
ury Department at Washington, which
shows the amount of the public debt
per capita for the last twenty-three
years, and reads as follows : ,
Among the tourists who returned from
Europe this week are Dr. E. B. Foote,
of the Health Manthly, and Mr. Dana,
of the Sun. Attaches of his. establish-
ment slate that Dr. Foote has combined
business and pleasure by attending to
publishing interests abroad, his u Home
MedicalCommon Sense ’’and-- w ------ ---- ---- —
other works being translated and repub-
lished at Berlin and elsewhere.— M
York Local Reporter.
Welsh Names.
A certain non-tariff insurance com-
pany at Manchester recently received
an order from Wales for a policy as
equal proportions on' the





















































The net and gross earnings of the
railroads of the country for the past
eight years exhibit features of interest
to every one, and we give them, togeth-
er with the miles in operation each
year:
fairpwllgwingillgogerichwrindrobwildil-
lillogogogoch ; a shop and cottage at
Llahflhangelaberbytlnrcshy schionco c fa-
ion; a farmhouse at Hwchgochachwech-
obmathafarneithaf. The policy-clerk
states that he never had a more difficult
job. We befaeve him.— London Re-
view.
Checked In Thalr Advance
'By the speedy action of Hoetetter’s Bitters,
dyspepsia, nervous indisposition, constipation
and bilious complaints cease to harass the in-
valid. That they will instantly give ground is
not pretended, but no medical fact is more cer-
tain, or avouched by more competent testimony,
than that these maladies, and others to which
it is adapted, entirely succumb to the influence
of the medicine, if it bagiven a fair trial. Their
total, if not instant rout, is certain to ensue.
Losses of strength are repaired, and failure of
appetite and mrrve quietude are remedied by
the Bitters, and as the stomach grows stronger
and assimilation is aided by its action, again in
flesh will follow. Ladies in delicate health,
aged persons and convalescents, derive bodily
and mental solace from its use, and experience
none of the repugnance which ordinary tonics
frequently inspire. The emphatic recommenda-
tion of physicians confirms the verdict in its
favor.
“They All Go”-
Well, nearly all those visiting Chicago and the
Exhibition, who wish to stop at a first-class
hotel, at reasonable rates, go to the Tremont
None other furnishes the accommodations for
the money. Try it, and you will be satisfled.
Experience has conclusively shown that
r cutaneous eruptions, open ‘s<
exfoliations and rheumatic comi
fo n ores, leprous
----------- plaints, Hen-
ry’s Carbolic Salve is more efhcacious than
ly ointment lotion or embrocation that has
ever been devised. Physicians admit this,









4C3 millions.. 141 millions.
466 “ ..166
526 “ ..184
620 “ . .189
503 “ ..185
497 “ . . INI
473 “ ..176
490 “ ..187
The greatest gross earnings were in
1873, but the greatest net earnings were
the next year. The number of miles
has nearly doubled in the eight years,
and vjill be fully double in 1880 at the
close of the decade.
The toothpick market is agitated.
Those chiefly in use are of white wood
and pointed at both ends. A patent for
fourteen years was obtained for them
in 1866, and the factory of the Boston
owners at Bucksfield, Me., used from
three to five thousand cords of wood
yearly and turned out incalculable
quantities. A box of 2,500 sold for
twenty-five cents, and the profit was
large. A log six feet long and about
eighteen inches in diameter was placed
in a machine, where bevel knives cut it
in each direction and turned out the
toothpicks ready for market. About
eighteen months ago another Boston
firm started a factory in the wbods of
Ohio and used similar machinery. The
price then began tumbling, and fell to
20 cents at retail, then to 18, 14, and 12.
Of late the original manufacturers have
reduced the figure to 10 cents, or 8
cents at wholesale, and report their
antagonists to be on the verge of stop-
page.
and the popular verdict confirms and ratifies
the professional dictum, and assigns this salvo
the foremost place among remedies of its class.
Sold by all druggists.
In former years it was a common occurrence
to find 50 per cent of the field hands in Louisi-
ana, Mississippi and Alabama struck down with
Swamp Fever, Ohillsand Fever or Dumb Ague,
just daring the busiest time of summer. Now,
we are glad to hear that the planters succeed in
curing every’ case of the disease in a few days
by the use of Dr. F. Wilhoft’s Anti- Periodic or
Fever and Ague Tonic, which is sold by all
Druggists through the country.
Colds and Coughs.— Sudden changes of
climate are sources of Pulmonary and Bron-
chial affections. Take at once “ Brown's Bron-
chial Troches,” let the Cold, Cough, or Irrita-
tion of the Throat bo over so slight 25 cents
a box.
Read advertisement in another column of
principal triumphs of the Mason A Hamlin
Organ Co. all over the world. It certainly
amounts to demonstration, as they say, of the
superiority of their organs. The record is un-
paralleled among makers of instruments.
One pair of boots or shoes can be saved ev-
ery year bv using Lyon’s Patent Heel-Stiff-
SoW by shoe and hardware dealers.
The Growth of Nihilism in Russia.
Russian Nihilism is not dying out.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
Cologne Gazette declares that the con-
tinuance of those conditions which gave
birth to it, begetting discontent, con-
tempt and general hatred of Government
institutions, brings regular accessions
to its ranks. That Nihilism has not
been shaken to any extent, in spite of
Gen. Ghourko’s vigorous measures, is
proved by the fact that its celebrated
organ, Land and Liberty, still appears
in St. Petersburg, always finding its way
to the bureaus of the highest officers of
state. A six-months’ state of siege hav-
ing been unable to prevent the circula-
tion of this paper is in itself a proof
that the blows hitherto dealt have not
yet affected the vitality of Nihilism.
The area of its activity is becoming
wideband it is establishing itself in the
nation; people, as they get accustom e4
to it, are beginning to regard it with
favor; and, decreasing in gloomy and
narrow fanaticism, it is increasing in
popularity and influence. The press
toned down its indignation articles im-
mediately after the murders of last
spring. Then came discussions on the
causes of the evil, tending to show that
the nation required increase^ freedom
and rights in order to fight against it
And when language and astion on the
subject had gone as far as possible;
when the Government had been im-
plored to do its part, and had turned a
For Economy uae 0. Gilbert s Starches.
Chew Jackson’s Beat Sweet Navy Tobacca
U PH A M’S FRECKLE, TAN AND PIMPLE
BANISIIER.— A few application* of thla preparation
will retnore freckle*. Un. aunbnm, pimple* or blotchea
on the face, and render the complexion clear and fair.
For aoftenln* and beantlfyln* the akin it haa no equal.
Price, 50 eta. Sent by mail, poatpald, for 75 ct*. Ad-
drew JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN A CO, 24 Colloge
Plane. N. V.
jjMIO WONDERS jSSStSSSSSSSi.
A GENTS, old nr young, earn |K9 a day at h<mie.





“JB. Ererr fraduate cm ran teed a payin* alto*.
. Addreaa R. Valentine, Manager, JaneariUe, Wla.
*8,500 « YEAR SlSSrVtto&SS
thing* for Agent*. Orer 900 agenU an now making
« n JPi0.?16 * AM* Send atamp for particular*.
Ret. 8. T. Buck. Milton. Northumberland Co., Pa.
Amnif HABIT & SXIN DISEASES.
 • v uiwaa. i aj T f icr’vi. a_/<i ikii
t fall to write. Dr.F.K. Marah.Qnlncy ,Mlch.
SansfPsroll Catarrh Cure,
smoke In a Clay Pipe, a new and bore
money.
M « us* auu cure
Remedy for Catarrh, Aathma, Hay fe-
ver. Cold in the Head, Ac. Send 15 cU.
BUFFALO BILL,”
mYkiMhC^Jf 12^ .Ar,nu *1!r*d*~ *5?* ,* Send at once and i
For circular* and liberal term* apply U>
aecon territory,
______  A to
H. N. HINCKLEY, n South Canal St, Chicago, til,
iB03>JX>8 1 We pay either to AgenU on aaL
or commiaaion. Addreaa.
», WOOD SAFETY1
on I ary or comi
GREENBACKS, I lamp*® PortL^driiii^
Thla Clwlm-llonae Eataabllahed IMS.
PENSIONS!
.TbPn“5J1* SoMUn and heir* entitled.
Addree** with *tam * dJ*ch"It' or d“th’ r'*"
cfaoKGEE. LEMON,
______ WaahlBgtpn.P. O. Drawer I- -  - we n ^a  D. C.
Washington Territory,
THE NEW NORTHWEST.
Mild climate, abundant Gorernmant land*, Prairie
pamphlet, containing route# and coat of tr^el. wlll
SRft.weekinyourowntown. ferma and |l Outfit
^00 free. Addreaa H. Halle tt A Oo, Portland. Me.
WEDDING STATIONERY
Partlea contemplating marriage, and dealring aome-
thlew van neat and taaty in the way of Wed din- «•«*-
Paper and — ___ __ — _______
paper Jo jihow them NEWSPAPER UNION aamplee
MASONIC
_ Supplies for I-odje*, Chapter*,
^ ana Oommanderies, manu/act-
nWift Templar UaHtrmt a Specialty,
y, taclafr, and Firtmm1* Good*.
AGENTS WANTED FOR JHE
Pictorial
l HISTORlf of™ WORLD
It contain* •TN fin* hiatorlcal engraring* and 1MO
Urge doabla-oolumn pagea, and ia the moat complete
HUtoryof the World erer pubUahed. It aell* at ughi.
Send for ipeclmen page* and extra term* to AgenU, and
aee wbjr it aelia faater than any other book. Addreaa
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, 111.
AWNER IRO’t CORSETS
•Ivwltb* lllrhrat M*<t*lallhi’ rectal
PARIS EXPOSITION.
fi-eViIblk'hTPcohbit
(12* Ini tic*, li wtaaAXTBD Hut tclirrU
down or-r th* hl?». Price tl.jv Their
M* *«R a»4 flexible and contain* no
bone*. Trlre bymall.tt.re.
Furaal* be all leading merchant!.__ WARNER BROS., 351 Brotdwsj, N, I.
C|9niM,r(Ur*thome. Sample* worth $5 free





A complete and brilliant history of hla " Tour Around
the World"— aplendldly llluatrated-tngethCT with a full
and authentic hlatury of hts entire Mllwtry and Civil
Career. A million people want thla book Unlay.
ACCUTC tMAMTCn Here la the Iteat chance of
nacivia VVAnlCUa your lift* to ninkc mmiry.






the moat intereating Serial Story
ever pretented to the re*der* of
thi* country, and will rend Thk
 »» r..w a a - r  * r, a 1
Thi# offer bolda good till Nor. 1,
1679, and back number* of the
Story will be supplied. Addreaa








A large, eight-page paper of 56 broad oolumna will be
r£s<£>*,P*id any addreaa until January lat,
FOR HALF A DOLLAR.
THK SUN. N. Y. City.Address
THE MR mil CO.
First EaUbliahed ! Moat Sticcesaful!
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a .tandard
value in all the
LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognlxed a* the FINEST
IN TONE.
OVER 80,000
Mode end In nee. New Design* constantly.
Be*t work and lowe*t prices.
49* Bend for a Catalogue.
IWLeVihnS, Unite
ftAPONIFJED
U the Old Reliable Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
ms FULL WEIGHT AMD STRENGTH.
"Wtoap.
BA VH MOHET, AND BUT nu
SaponifieR
MADE BY THI




W# will |*r Agents a Sal». . ... TnV wr luuum uu
etnenaet or al ow a largo finmmtidon, lo aell our new
and wonderful invention*. BV neon w*n» vt any. Sam-
pi* fr*e. Addraaa SHERMAN A OOn Marahall. Mich.
PURE TEAS.^‘U“’“
stock In the country; qnallty and
ftliKMIP*
Una of AbVKRT.8lNOpln American iKaB^
pni06»|*ngr Pnnipkiet, fe.^e|
U/ri I .ftllGCD Ouranguaranteoaio be tue
TTLLL RUulVii cheape*t and beat iu th<Bamm nwwmaa o





MASON 4 HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
W URlJ)r'h"i XPOsfnONS FOR TwlPlJvK YK.Uts
rix.: At Paw*. 1867: Vikhn*, 1871; Baktiaqo. 1875;
Philadelphia, 1876 ; Paw*, 1870; ami Goahd Swedish
Gold Muul, 1878. Only American Organ! ever award-
ed highest honor* at any aueb. Bold for caah or InaUlb
— nu. iLLitTHATHUrh — ‘ —
aew style* and price*. *ent
ORGAN OO., BOSTON, Nffl
TEAS! The very baatgoodim direct from the Im-
IltGralAitrifflTtaCni?,
P 0BBo?4»S TfmJ ,r*w Vork.
pOt'KKT DICTION Alt Y, UO.OGO Word*, and
TRCTIt II MIGHTY !
«r mw fMM kae*u m uUi. w
U. Urn. M4 •**. r*
.•%* UAKLKIvn’s household
Htf ENCYCLOPAEDIA.
I. PS moat Interesting and valuabU Book ever pub-
liahed. A Treasury of knowledge. There has naver






" ' 1 " Rtool and Book, only MS. Sew
7 9€t: Ftoaoe, Stool, Cover and Book, only $148,75.
ent fro*. AddreaeLatest Iliuatruted Newspaper so




Subdues Inflammation, Acute or Chronic.
Controls all nemorrhages, Venous and Mucous.
INVALUABLE FOB
Sprain*, liurna, Seal da, Drulaee, Sorenea*.
Kiiemimtlnni, Boll*, Uloera, Old Sore*,
Toothnrhe, Headache, Sore Throat,
AiiUiina, Hoarseuess, Neural*
giii, Catarrh, Ac., Ac.
PHYSICIANS of all Schools uao and recommend
Pond'* Extract. No family ahould bo without
It. a* It la convenient, safe and reliable. Inval-
uable as a Pain Destroyer and aubduer of all
Inflammatory diseases and hemorrhages.
FARMERS, Stock-Breedtra and Livery Men abould
miaaoie Treatise tent m
dreaa, .
WSPtart Street. Nwr York.
loter"
iiuyuiivfji
------- rCME. If mil alight, Al* 
LVXGtt er VAMiVOtSK VKIX& gives aj
aion, paid lYom date of discharge, MOM
Cl. A IMH, OFFICE* ft' ACCOUXTM ML
TLED, MEJBCTED Carnet RF.-OPEXl
Bend sump n>r circular, or 45 rtu. for Book.
I. CiHMIIRBIICfl.WaEhli>gto», !
MeAUiDM nave failed to do
HVVT*S BEMEDY
"rely does— restores to health
SeSEjato
-=SSBSeOTHER
a* aklllful manac*m*Bl. Urt.profliafllTliUdpreraUM
Invrtimaau of Hi lo lit au. Ctreelsr. with fall •*-1 fnimt ta*r |*iT* iTlino. (:irruU !*wfu al l *a
PRUSSINC’S Wuu’w's
VinegaR^--
Farmers, Weigh Year Produce!
2-TON WAGON SCALES 040.
4-Ton §66, Others la l»i o|.ortloa|
The PrcMtnm Kealee of the World.
All Scales Warranted. Rend for Reduced Price list.
... CHICAGO M ALE CO„
151 Jeffhreoq Ntreet, Chicago, I1L
ONLY A QUARTER
FOR THa ORKAT '
RepreseDtatiye Sonttern Neisjaper.
SPECIAL AND REMARKABLE OFFER.
The Reodlxr ScaaciurTroH Pmci or the
________ __
Every club of ten aub'tcrilmra will entltl* the slab
ZT 7F>f«Tiii*MAir._ ftealdent Courier Journal Oo., LouUviUe, Ky.
Place its meriU as a great netreMpnd
•pedal three-months* rate
one who subscribes prior to Nov.l, 1879, i.
y£VMr-2°JT5.,Hx?c,u»AI* ,or xhn*ONLY 45 CENTM, postn
THE
always have It. Leading livery and atreet-csr
triable* in New York and elsewhere always use
it. Spraint, Harneis and Saddle ChaRnai, Cuti,
Scratches, Swellings, Stlffneu, Bleeding, \c., are
all controlled aud cured by It 47*011 r spedal
preparation. Veterinanf Extract. Isaold at the low
price of S2.60 per gallon, package extra.
Peice* POND'S EXTRACT ahd Specultie*.
Pond’s Extracl, 50c., $1.00 and $1.75.
Catarrh Cure.. ..ft .75jInhaIer(Glaaa50clil.OO
Ointment ......... 50 NnanI Syringe. . . .45
............ 25!Medlcatod Paper .25
Any of the above preparation* sent free of chargee,
In loU of #5.00 worth, on receipt of money or P. O
order.
CAUTION.— Pond’s Extract 1* sold only In
bottle#, Inclosed In btifT wrapper*, with the word*
“POND'S EXTRACT " blown to the glasa. It 1*
never sold in bulk. No one can aell it except in
our own bottles, as above detcribed.
Send for our new Pamphlet to
POND’S EXTRACT CO.
18 Murray Street, Now York.
- THE TEMPLE
new Rlngini* School,
Juet nil. __ __
a, . ___ _
to any of the largest ones. Aa a Hinging bcnooi doob,
li«tu*r than the cheaper and amalleronaa, since it ha*
much more music ; that is. ISO pages of new flonga and
(lleea. and 16(1 pages of the beat Mtirieal TWj and
AniA«*u. Specimen copies mailed, po*t-f res, for fljOh
Remember, alao, THK VOICE OF WORSHIP (#94)0
per dn*.), recently advevtieed ; JoHHaon'a New Method
Eok StSdtKd Clabbes, an excellent book ((6.0U per
doxon) ; and L.O. Kmenon'a Oxwabd (|7&) per doaen).
Bend for Specimen*, CaUlogues, or Cireulan.
& }hf °f College Song*. capital.
Juit out.
(tlAl.) _______
HER. 116 of the
book for social singing.
A8 A MUSICALINSTRUMENT. By 0. H. H. Davi*. M. D. (SI
ets.) An invaluable treatise on the construction and'
managtment of the Vocal Organs. With plates.
be without it for flto time* the price."
OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
C. II.Ditaon <kCo., J. E. DltaoaJcCo^
843 Broad way.N.Y, Dlf K Cboatnut Rt. Phlla.
bois,
phtr la .tebaag* tor Join* a
ilicbt Mreir*, rally ar, wm--
1Mw4| If »o, »«ij ywir aJdrn.
With itonp «bc1m«I. (or lull
Ohriatmaa OWor.
Aomo M’f'g Co.,.
SI Park Sow, N. T.
STATE OF 08E60N.
* ̂ !^&yg.tofi!iiid
•tor! : Spring. 62 deg.: Summ*r. 87 d«g.;
Autumn, 68 deg.: Winter. 39 deg.
Aveng* Rainfall, 44 inch**.
GOVERNMENT LAND
And Cheap Kallroad I^ind la Oregoo.
WI freight on miroall crop will pay the cost of going to
Oregon In preference to point* reached at lea* expense.
ss'a-uir” o,'•" r-1
To the beat lands. In the beet climate, with the boat
3,000,000 ACRES
Mainly in the Famous
RED RIVER VALLEY OF THE NORTH.
On long time, low prices and sear paymen
Pamphl*t with fnU infonnatioo mailed free. Apply to
D.A. MoKINLAY.Land Com’r,
44. F. M. At M. B'p, 4*. Faal, Mloa.
T. R. TAN MATT,
Beneral Eaitem Paaiengtr and
454 BBOAPWAY, NEW YOR K.
O.N.U. If a. Oil
_ ________ _ '..-jaa at.-. ____
Jarmcw’ ®tflunmr
YELLOWS-CONOLUDED.
A great divdrahy of opinion exists as
to the cause of the yellows, Some assign
as the cause, a conditio# of enfeebled vi-
tality arising from poor cultivation, want
of pruning, overbearing, growing on poor
soil, and this soil further impoverished by
cropping, etc. That enfeebled vitality is
alone not a sufficient cause is shown by
the fact that other fruit trees are subjected
to the same agencies and yet do not have
the yellows. Others give the peach borer
as the cause of this disease; and doubtless
many cases of suppostJd yellows have
arisen from the injuries inflicted by the
borer. Finally, a fungus attacking the
root or bark of the tree has lately been
brought forward as the true cause of the
yellows, and it would seem that the proba-
bilities are very strong in this direction,
• and that the liability to attack by tiiis
fungus is greatly increased by the fact of a
tree being in an enfeebled condition from
any cause. '> ; m # '
But after all the most careful observa-
tions and examinations of the infected
trees and fruit both by microscope and
by chemical analysis, no positive theories
even have been advanced by any. of the
best authorities.
RSMEDIAL UEASUIIK8.
As a consequence of the ignorance as to
cause of the disease, many have been the
experiments to check or eradicate the same.
Having failed to determine the cause,
science has likewise thus far been unsuc-
cessful in finding a certain antidote for the
yellows. We must at the present satisfy
ourselves with preventative* for its intro-
duction, and after it once is introduced,
for its spread. Those planting an orchard,
whether Urge or small, shonld in the first'
place be very careful where they bay their
young trees. It is quite certain that a
young tree grown from a pit whose parent
tree had this disease, that the young tree
will be likewise infected. Budding from
a diseased tree will likewise transmit the
disease. After wo secure good healthy
stock, we should by proper treatment and
cultivation, and fertilizing when necessa-
ry, secure a strong and healthy growth.
’This though, by no means an absolute
safeguard, is yet a very good preventative.
And finally, after the disease should ap-
pear in one’s orchard or neighborhood,
spend no time in futile attempts to cure
and save the tree, but immediately remove
the same, root and branch, leaving nothing
bat the ashes to remain. In the first place
one should take care of his own orchard,
and should any diseased tree be found let
him not, for the sake of getting probably
one more crop of peaches, leave the tree
another year and tun the chance of having
all the trees around it become afiected
with the yellows. Nip it in the bud every
time. Fortbegoodof ourselves and otliers
we should also have an eye on our neigh-
bor's trees, who probably are less acquaint-
ed With the symptoms of the disease than
we are, and upon discovering an infected
tree, kindly advise him of it, who doubt-
less will, upon proof that the disease exists,
remove the same, but in case any such
person should be penny wi*e and pound
fooluh, the law comes to our support, and
by making complaint to the commission-
ers of our township he will bo compelled
to remove the same at once.
Our State Legislature, and in accordance
with their action, our township boards
have given us the weapons to fight, at
least to check, the disease, and now it re-
mains for us, who are mainly interested as
fruitgrowers, to use those means, dilligenl-
ly and persistently. To be permanently
successful it must be a combined elfort,
and to us it will prove true that “eternal
vigilance is the price ot freedom” from the
yellows. A Froit-Growbr.




Me fn ReM Grape Cream of Tartar.
Beconunended by the Brooklyn (N. Y.} Board of Health, and by tho first
chemista In the United States.
We will pay $1000,00 for any ALUM or other_ adulteration found in this Powder,
LEWIS' FLAVORING EXTRACTS!
THJB BEST AND STRONGEST MADE.
MANCFACTUBID BY THI
CEO. T. LEWIS & MENZIES CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Gray’s Specific Medicine.
TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Hah remedy, an
unfailing cure Tor




that follow, aa a
aeqncnce of Self.
»» . — _ t"t~ Abuse; as Loss \
Befo* Tahi* ;r »«T<S. M;After Takbgi
Pain In the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, auda Prematnre Grare.
Hf-Pull particulars in onr pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. piTThe
Specific Medicine Is sold by all druggists at $1 per
Package, or six packages for $3, or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block. Detroit, Mich.
Sold In Holland andclscwhereby all whole
sale and retail druggists.
HEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
We respectfully Invite the Attention of our citi-
zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door cast of E. Van dor Veen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we offer them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price bv
expert Judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos and
Cigars, Toys, Notions. Flower Pots. Hanging
Basket* in great variety.
ALL CHEAP FCP CASH.
Give us a trial and yon will be pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & KRAMEK.
Holland, Mich., June 21, 1879.
MARK THESE FACTS
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.
Never despair-something that never fails—
Fever and Ague— To the sick It Is of little conse-
quence how they nre cured, whether from a rational
view of the disease or by the roles defined for the
guidance of the profession, so long as the cure is
certain and expeditions. To a suffering man tho
queetion on the relative merits of quinine or calo-
mel Is uninteresting. The faculty may wrangle ard
discuss their various theories, but Dr. Hollowsy’s
treatment dispels donbt ere the disciple* of Escu-
lapius have finished the first stage. Holloway’s
Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy
and radical cure without danger of a relapse.
Important Caution.— None are genuine nnie«s
the signature of J. Haypock. as agent for the
United States, surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at 2S cents, (V2 cents and $1 each.
J?y“Th**ru is considerable saving by taking tb''
larger sizes.
HOLLOWAY &. CO., New York.
READ! READ! READ!
, The arrival of the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at .
F. & A. Steketee
Consists of a complete assortment of.
Fall and Winter Shawls
Alio, A FULL LINE OP SHIRTS.
A Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Full and Winter.
A large assortment of Woolen Blankets. Horse
Blankets. Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and Unbleached Cottons.
All Kinds of Underwear for Men, Women,
and Children.
A large variety of HOOPSKIRTS. and a Splendid
CORSET for 23 cents.
*




A full line and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW
PICKLES— the choicest brands.*
Our 40 cent TEA always on hand.
t^TSALT always on hand at the lowest prices
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen
lame, Table Oil-Cloihs, and Ginghams and Cali-
coes in endless variety.
_ ’ P- & A. STEKETEE.
The Saugatuck House.
E. D. BILLINGS, PnopuntTon.
Since there Is no stage line or boat lino that
gives lisa connection with tbo city of Holland, we
call the attention of the public to the onlv reliable
route to nml from Smigniuck, viz: Tlia beautifnl
little ate liner Twilight makes iwo hip* oerdav
from Sanga nek to Richmond, connecting wlih thii
Chicago ami West Michigan railroad— the nearest
railroad station.
j&SrThe Hotel has a livery stable In connection
BOARD BY THE DAY OR WEEK.
Delightful Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc.





160 acres, three miles north of the cltv, on the
rand Haaen road, with dwelling and orchard.
l!M acres, of which teu are cleared, situated In
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
house.
60 acres of land In Section 21. of tho township
ol Holland Also 60 acres, mostly cleared, .clay,
gravel and sandy land, adjoining Dirk Paulus’, in
the township of Holland.
The above lands caa be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquire of
„ „ , M. D. HOWARD.
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Dysp option. ’ •
/mpur-ty tf BL
Boitti, frits, Ire-,
Largo sample package sent free on receipt of IB
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wautel
Address J, Mountain, ogdensbnrg. N. Y.
WANTED.
A GOOD, steady girl for house work, who can
cook, wash and Iron, can have a good, per-
manent situation nml a good home In a small
Ninny, by applying at Mrs. M. F. W’HEELER’S'
Millinery Store, Holland, Mich. The girl will be
required to go to Plainwell, Mich., and railroad
fare will be furnished. The wages will be from
$1.75 to $ J.()U per week. 81 tf.
HOLLAND.
I re«peci fully Invite tbo attention of the citizens A
ot Holland and vicinity to the new and handsome W
addl»on 1 have made jo my stock consisting of m
GEnsruiisnE
CHINA WARE,
And I have made such arrangements that I can
sell It by tho PIECE, PART OF A SET. or
WHOLE SET.




. At a recent feat rare
4*- lOO per cent*
A fiMl deacription,
.power, price, etc., la
Riven ia aa extra of
tae TW+Om m*w9rt*r.




- XIST THE —
FIRST WARD.
Professor G. C. Caldwell, ascharman of
the committe on chemistry, gave a valu-
able report. He said almost nothing is
known as to the exhaustion of soil by Iruit
culture. Apples have about 80 to 85 per
cent water, and 20 to 15 per cent dry sub-
stances. Six hundred and sixty pounds of
fresh fruit contain twenty. two pounds of
ash. Allowing six barrels of apples to the
tree, and seventy two trees to the acre, we
have 64,800 pounds of fruit, containing
twenty-five pounds of nitrogen. There is
no analysis of the ash of the wood of fruits.
The leaves produce no exhaustion, because
uli the mineral matter Uiat they contain
returni to the toil, unless removed. Nutri-
ment U more likely to be taken from the
lower layers of the soil, as tho mineral
matters are to a large extent fixed in the
uppermoot layers by the absorption power
of the soil, hence the possibly useful ap-
plication of salt, which has the effect of
carrying the potash further down. Lime
ii an Important constituent of soils.
N. Obmcr, who has had extensive ex-
perience, states in the Ohio Farmer that he
plants bis black raspberries three or four
iuches deep, aud that he never had finer
plants, which produced ltk big crop of
A CURE FOR ALL!
HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT
Po«MeMed of thl* REMEDY, every man may be
his own doctor. It may be rubbed Into the system,
so as to reach any internal complaint; hv these
means It cares Sores or Ulcers in the THROAT.
STOMACH. LIVER, SPINE, or other parts. It
Is an It fallible Remedy for BAD LEGS. BAD
BREASTS, Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT,
RHEUMATISM, and all Skin Diseases.
Important Caution:— None arc genntne unless
the signature of J. Haydoik, as agent for the
United State , surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at 25 cents, fli* cents an:’. $1 each.
fcfirTberc is considerable saving by taking the
larger alzes.
HOLLOWAY A CO., New York.
SO-ty.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid cla
soil, six miles from this city. Near churc
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acre
of this land is partially improved. Also







j a ci nil pura
BANKER,
HOLLAND, . . MCmiGAN.
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec-
tion business. Collections made on all points In
the United States and Europe, Particular atten-
tion paid to the collections of Banks andDankcrs.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
hnMnesa intrusted to mu shsll hare prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
magnificent fruit.” He pinches hack the
canes when not over two feet high, causing
them to throw out strong laterals, and no
sinking is ever needed. For the past , uuera- uuwcu vu uwe * e i
twenty-pne years he has tried various 1 to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
modes, and now finds his present wunaee- •°!?’ T,ckfl,l 40 and fwra pomt* tn Europe
(uent mui'b $e betl n,, omc JAC0B TAN pcrrEN
: , ^  &
Instruction thorough. Good moral ami religion)
influences. Expensed very low. Tuition In tin
Academic Department only 01.00 per term
More than fifty young men are now in attendant
whoso board, room-rent and incidentals do not
cost them over #74 a year.
Five Departments, -Academie, Theological
Commercial, Art and Music. In tho Academic fom
courses, —Classical. Scientific. Philosophical, ant
Normal ; besides Elective Stuales and Preparaton
Courses. Beautiful location, and fine new build
Sept. ̂  p06 C dto ̂ eri11 commeucei
Pra D. II. c. DUMB, or C. B. IIUS, Soo’y,
Hillsdale, Mich.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part oftheii
trade.




Holland. July 14. 1878.
Lamps and Chandeliers — the
latest styles. — the safest—
, and most beautiful.
At HARD-PAN PRICES.
Call and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.
G. J. Te VAARWERK.-
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
10-6m
Books and Stationery.
I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery, etc., at tho lowest prices
of the market_ H, D. POST.
eOOKr»°:MILLION
SOLD BY
H. METER Sc CO.,
DEALERS IN
Fmta, Coin, Snug M\m, Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.
FOE SALE.
, A Urce, ntw is* empiric Guide to













Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. This cheap method of fcrtl.izlng
has but recently been Introduced In this locality,
as Is giving very good satisfaction.




W anted-Bones ! Bones !
by the pound or wagon load, for which tho
highest market price will be psid.
29-1 y * WM. C. MELIS.
,of Virginity, Tempanmanti, compatibl#
land incoapaiiblt, SUrility ia Womb,
Imum and Ir.itmant, Ad net to Bride,
cruom, Advice te llotbaDdi, Advice to
Wive*, Pr<Mtitet|on, in eiutei, Celibacy tod Matrimony coba-
eared, Conju(il dutin, Coocrptioo, Confinement, Love and
lourtihip. Impedimenta to Marriage in mala and female. Science
of Reproduction, Single Life Coinider»d, Law of Marriage,
Law of Divorce, Lecai right! of married women, etc., includ-
ing Dlsooaes pccnlmr to Women, their eauaet and treat*
ment. A look for privata and conaiderata reading, ot SSOpagaa,
with full 1 late Engraviuga, by mail, Kalai, (or 60 evatt.
"THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER”
on Syphilis, Gonorrhao, Gleet, Stricture, Varloo-
rclo, Ac., ai vj on Spermatorrhoea, Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from Self-ahuu and Exeea.ei, earning Seminal
I'.niiuioiit, Nrrvouinea*. Avenioa to Society, Confeiioa of
Ideal, I'hyairal Decay, Dimeeae of Sight, Defective Memory,
Lota of braual lower, etc., miking marriage improper or
onhappy, giving treatment, and a great many valuable receipti
for the curt of all privata doataei ; 224 page a, ovar 60 plataa,
60 centa.
• jLiliral Ad i lag ."Lecture an MaBbood and Womanhood. 10 e.
FOR ONE DOLLAR w* *«n«l all three o! the
MMBSBHPBBBBBBMB above detrrihetl book),
nicely bound in our volume, uunUininK ftK) pagea and over
li«l illuitralioni.atKl embracing everything on the genera-
tive iritem that Ii worth knowing. Thtcomb ned volume ie
positively the nioet popular Medical Book published,
i'he Author la an r*i)erienced phyaician of many
year* practice, (u ia well known', ami the advice given,
and rules fur treatment laid duwn. will be fuund ot great
value to Ihoae auflering from impuriliraol the avilmi, early
errors, luat vigor, or any of the numeroua troubica coining
under the head of “Private" or “Chronic ’ ditcatea.—
Postage etampe taken In payment tor any of these books.
PR.BUlrslDVsPE_N3Afe^W'.,,M
acquired a national reputation for skill tu the reatiuent of
chronic diacaaee and complicated cases, hypbllls, honor.
Him, Ulrrt Mrlrtarr, Orrkllh. all I'Hnery T rouble*, flyphl.
Hide or BerraHal affections of the throat, skin or bona*,




rPIIE following described Lots In the City of
Jl Holland, I will null at the following prlrim.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition $175
each ; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, South Wert
Addition $175 each. Lois 1, 2, 3. 4. 5 & 0 In Block
25. ns organized pint near the M. L. 8. depot at
$*25 each, except Lots 1 i 2 which are $30(1 each
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. Tl.o
above will be sold for n small parment down. Also
the following Lots 1. 10. It. 12. 13. and 14. in Block
K. Lots2, 4, 5and i in Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit apd small payments dowr.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.
pers atiun preferred, which ia FREE anil invi
’ DR. BUTTS Ik vital Ml parsons safftriai from BUP-b
TURK to sand him l hair nama and addrau, and baraby I
assarea thnn that thsy will laan somatklog
— — possible,
Tell is and invited
» V
------------- -------- - -- xii)







omical and easily managud.
Guaranteed to work well and
give tali power claimed. The
Engine and holler complete,
Including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
price of
8 Horse Power ...... $ 342.00” " - ...... 283.no6#“ “ ....... 813.50
JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. . '
Springfield, Ohio.
CONSUMPTION CURED!
The undersigned, an old and retired physician,
having been permanently enred of the much
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, is anxious to make known to bis fellow-
sufferers the means of cure. To all. who dedlre Ii.
he will send a copy of the preecrlptlon nsed. FREE
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
n*ing the same, which will be found a sure cuie for
Coruumptlon, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, ner-
vousness, de.,<tc„ dc. Address with stamp.—
37 DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Out.
young man
Superior advantngts given.College Journal.
29-8mo.
MORTGAGE SALE.
r\EFAULT having been made In the con-U ditions (whereby the power of sale therein
has become operative) of a certain mortgage, exe-
cuted by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April. A. D. 1876, to Mary E. fionte and recorded in
the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
county and State nl Michigan, on the sixth day of
April, A. D. 1876. aforesaid at twelve o’clock, noon
of that day, in Libor No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
281, on which said mortgage there is claimed to bo
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
of four hundred and five dollars ($405.00) principal
and Interest, and no proceedings at law or In
equity having been Instltnted to collect said sum
due thereon, or any part thereof; Now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale as aforesaid, notice
is hereby given that on Tuesday the seventh
day of October, next, (1879) at two o’clock In
tho afternoon, at ths front door of the Court
House, (tho place of holding the Circuit Court) in
the city of Grand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
said mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of the
premises therein and hereinafter described, or so
much thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy and
pay tho amount due on said mortgage, with Inter-
est and cost of advertisement and sale, together
with an nttornev fee of twenty-five dollars, pro-
vided for In said mortgage In case of foreclosure.
Said mortgaged premises are described In said
mortgage and will be sold as follows, to wit: the
west-half of the east-half of the south east quarter
of section thirty-two (32) town seven (7) north, of
r*nge fifteen (15) west, in the county of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, together with the appur-
tenances thereunto belonging.
Dated Grand It avrn. July Hrd.A^D. 1879.
Saxubl L. Tatk
MARY E. SOULE. Mortonate.
K, Atlormy for Mortqaqet. 22-18w
and postpaid— Tar.__ BiCVKJlLV Budokt
HO to tTStl/kSR per wurF /o alt, ut heme or traveling.
Something new. Address. Tbo Beverly Co., Chicago.
1879. FALL AND WINTER. 1879.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching,
COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circular!. Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Wonted Goods, Germantown Wool
and ‘Wonted, Perforated Paper, in all colon, a
And a full line ot
silk: anl oe.ai’b.
I. & S. VAN DM BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOLLAND, MICH
\
Jamttjs’ Column.
Fighting Codling mothi in Wintor.
For those who propose to fight the cod-
Hoc moth next seasoo it may not be amiss
to remember that aomething can be done
even in winter. Thousands of the worms
which batch into the codling moth are
carried into cellars, and their cocoons
may now be found in crevices around
apple barrels, usually wedged in between
barrel and hoops. As warm weather ap-
proaches they will hatch, and be ready to
fly when doors and windows are opened
in the spring. They may be killed now in
tlie cocoons, or caught at the windows be-
fore they escape, as they will try to do
about April or May. If the cellar win-
dows are kept tight until after apple-
blossoming time, most of the moths may
be destroyed.
Multitudes of these worms and cocoons
are hidden in orchards— in crevices, fences
and under the bark of trees. The common
woodpecker does a good work in search-
ing these out; but many escape him.
If the surface of the ground is plowed or
even dragged over, it exposes them to the
weather and* they are destroyed. They
will endure severe freezing, if kept dry;
but when once the cocoon has been dis-
turbed it is almost inevitably exposed to
rain or snow. Scraping the rough bark
from old trees accomplishes the same
purpose for those hidden there.
With all else that is done, do not neg-
lect to provide a good supply of paper
bands, to wind around the trees. I saw
last week some paper prepared by Mr. A.
Greenman, of Lockport, Niagara County,
with a thin lining of cotton flannel. The
worm hides itself in the flannel and spins
its cocoon with it. Where these are
placed around the trees, not one coddling
worm in a thousand will seek any other
bidding place. The bands are easily ta-
ken off and the worms may be crushed
with a common flat-iron. The paper has
been prepared so as to be water-proof and
will lost for years. The bands, ready
lined, are furnished at five cents each in
quantities, and there ought to be an im-
mense demand for them. Next season is
the bearing year for most orchards in the
country; but unless something is done to
destroy the codling moth, our apple crop,
as was mostly the case a year ago, will be
of poor quality, and in the glut of fruit
will scarcely be worth gathering. If we
can destroy the codling moth in nextyear’s
crop, we may reasonably hope for a fair
crop of apples the year after. There are
always apple blossoms enough in the odd
years to insure a supply if they were not
destroyed by the myriads of codling
moths, bred in the abundant apple crop
the year before. W. J. F. in Cultivator and
Country Oentleman.
Hints for October Work.
Water.— If pure water does not flow
at the barn, look into means for securing
it. Barn-yard wells are convenient, but
often dangerous to the health, if not of
animals, certainly of men, who may drink
at them. If the water from some spring
can be led to the bouse and barn, by all
means bring it down— use plain iron pipes
or enamelled ones— not "galvanized”
pipes. Zinc is a slow poison, but not
quite so bad as lead. A well on higher
ground will often furnish flowing water
conducted by a siphon, at the level of the
buildings. No well should be dug at a
less distance than 300 feet from a barn-
yard, cesspool, or privy vault.
Roots are now making their best
growth. Moderately warm days and cold
nights seem to have a great effect upon
them. As the time for heavy frosts ap-
proaches, secure the mangels and sugar-
beets. Top by tubbing the leaves off, not
by cutting, as the wound often starts
.decay, which spoils the beet. Carrots
-secure attention next, leaving the Swedish
•turpips longest. Always protect piles of
root* against frost by some covering.
Turnips will survive severe freezing, but
•they are never so good for feeding.
Corn iFoddkr, by which we mean the
stalks after husking (not the leaves of the
corn merely stripped off), should be bound
in bundles, probably best done with willow
withea, and stocked up so os to shed rain.
.Large stocks, well set and firmly bound
may be left in the f eld until needed for
feeding, without injury to the fodder. In
fact, it is often brighter and belter when
• treated in this way ilian in any other. In
i stacks, or in sheds, it is likely heat and
mould, unless it can be more thoroughly
dried thau we can be sure of having it.
Rroos plowing of stiff clays is often of
great benefit It is done by turning the
furrows two aod two together, so as to
leave the land uniformly rldzel The
ridges must run up and down Che slopes;
otherwise, in heavy rains, water will be
held by the rldgee until it breaks through
somewhere, when there will be danger of
a "wash-out" The system of winter
fallowing involves plowing again in the
epring, but shows its good effeets in the
GropA
Bwnr*.— Pigs will fatten nearly as fast
^ on potatoes this mouth as on corn next.
They do best on cooked feed, and the
grain ought to be ground.
Let thereto Light I
Not only sunlight, but the Electric
Light, as at the
Great Wardrobe,
In order that Mechauics, Workingmen
and ail others who can not call during the
day time, can do so in the evening, and
be able to select goods equally as well.
Wo invite all to call and examine the tmmenac
Block of Men's, Toutha and Boje .
CLOTHING
We are now offering for
FALL AND WINTER
ONE PRICE TO ALL
OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
it: (lie hr mb) pi#
LUrral trn#* <• Agrat*. THOMPSON A CO,
PnblUhers 5S0 PIm Btiwrt. ST. LOUIS. 1
fopr.
TVEOISTEY S-A.VEEI
Wishing to reduce my stock, I offer for sale the next 30 days
DRY GOODS, SOOTS and SHOES, HATS and CAPS,
READY MADE CLOTHING at great bargains.
1500 Woolen Suits to select from all grads.
2500 Overcoats to Select from every style.
BOYS AND CHILDREN CLOTHING,
Large Stock, Very Cheap.
NO RISE IN PRICES AT
E. S. PIERCE’S
BOYS’ SCHOOL SUITS, well made,
strong sewed and Cheap.
We have a big stock and assortment of
th mm asi mmw mi
EVERY GRADE OP
Men and Boys Underwear.
We are the Leading
Merchant Tailors,
And keep all the best Woolen Clothes made In
the world. Suits or single garments made to order
on Short Notice, by the best artists and for less
money than same goods can be bought tn Chicago
or Detroit.
Mr. G. A. Konlng, wilt ho pleased to sec his
friends when tn the city and show them every at-








Or any Other kind, tou file with our
Nrtc Machine »’n th.i it will cut Better than
Erer. The ti-»-ih will all mmiin of i-|ual .ire and
rhni**. Kent free on receipt mf 89^0 many
p-ut •ft he United State.. II ii.stiuted Cirenlnr./V-ee.
Hoott .\yentn icnnteil hi every county and
city. Address E. BOTH As BBO., Xeic Ox-
ford. M*a.
yff" We have hundreds of loiter* fiom men using
«ir Machine who saj they would not take (5 for iL
H. VAN DEE WEYDEN,
Successor to
P. OTTE & CO.
Manufacturers and Jobbers of
FINE CIGARS
22 South Division Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
A#*eMTQ | LIFE and ADVENTURES of
wanVeII JAMES,
TW Hoted Weatera Oil law*. By Rea. J. A. Daeva. Fli.D.
A tme and thrilling account (llluatraled) of their boM opera,
tiona for 15 year* in 20 State# and Territnnea, bafliag datectieea
and olllclalt of the taw. BeotSelttav Boakofthe fear. 10,000
enld ia three moathe. 50 aaata for oa|fltj.#lAO for aam le
ia
All those goods were purchased before the rise, and
can he sold very cheap.
THE STOCK; IS COIMIITjETE.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
/
E. J. HA-IRiRIIISrCrTOlsr,




WANTED for the Rett and raiteat.
• Sellini Pictorial Ronki and Biblea^aPricee
a r ct. National PabUah'f Co., Chtdfc, 111.
617 St. Charles Street* St* Louis, Mo.
A regular graduate of two Medical Collegea.haa been longer
engaged in the neciallreatment of allVenereal. Sexual
and Chronic Diseases than any other Phyiiclan InBk
Louia, as city papers show, and allold resident* know.
Syphilia. Gonorrhoea, Gleet. Stricture, Orchitis.
Hernia, or Rupture, all Urinary Diseases an/
Syphilitic or Mercurial Affections of the Throat
Skin or Bones, are treated with unparalleled nieces*, on
latest aeientlBc principles. Safely. Primely.
Spermatorrhea, Sexual Debility and Impo-
tency. a* the remit of Sclf-Abuae in youth, »e*ual ex-
ce»»ca in mature) yean, or other cause*, and which product
•ome of the following etlecta: nervou»nc**, *eminal emia-
•ion*, debllitv, dinmet* of light, defective memoty. uimple*
on the face, phyiical decay, a»cr*ion to society of female*,
contusion of idea*. lo»* of sexual power, etc., rendering
marrlugo improper or unlmppy are permanently
cured. Consultation at office, or by mall free, and Imrited,
•-When it ia inconvenient to rbit the city for treatment,
medicines can be lent by mail or expre** ereTTwhe re. Cur-
able ca*es guaranteed, where doubt exiits it l* frankly stated
Pinphli: for Bin. 1 L-inp; for Wunca, 1 btmp ;
Simon, far both. 2 Sunp*. 64 Pig «. _ __
MARRIAGE I riB|s.
pfflls. ! GUIDE.
Elegant cloth and gilt binding. Sealed for BOc.
in pottage or currency. Orer fifty wonderful pen picture*,
true to life; article# on the following subject* : Who may
marry, who not. why. Manhood, Womanhood. Physical
decay. Who should marry: How life and happiness may
be increased. The Physiology of Reproduction, and many
more. Those married or contemplat'-.J marriage should
read it, then kept under lock and key. Popular edition,
tame a* above, but paper cover. 20' jitge. . * ct*- by mall,
PHESCRIPTIONFMF
for the -peedy cure of Seminal Weakness. Lost Manhood
1 remature Debility, NervoBiitSSa, Despondency, Confusion
of Ideas, Aversion to Society, Defective Memorv, amt all
Disorder* broughton hv Secret Habit* and Excesses. 4ny
drugglit ha* the ingredients. Address,
r^. J AC . JEc. 705 Chestnut 8t.. St. Louie, Mo.
27-17W
Af*.** fmj.fcm U hII T»*. CdTm, lWkl*|
«r, n.««ria| Biirwu. •<*.. to iimpt., (ofuailwi.
I. PIOPUTI TX* CO., Hm turn, w. Um»,
w*rw rf 6*U**i
Mhaa. Illuitnw*. UtorJ
I0.’< S CO . P»U.*U»H
WANTED i ________ _____ _
fully Stscnbed with scleatiba node
of car*. Prof. Harris' llUttrstsd
pamphlet sent free oa applictboa.
HARRIS REMEDY 00.,
| Bast | CksmlsU, Mb > b larkettta^
n fh ICO m ,ro*bfod with Leutorrh'ri
. AUICLO (floor Alboi or White*) sb.ild tend lor— — ProC If arrfa'Powipblrt (Hla*t rated
b| PlaUs) (trial dcteriplloo f hit Remedy, and ibowia^ Its i^>-
cats ksaltb, bsia/Ttboroufhly practical treatiu cm Has disease
Beat trm. HAIIIS RtHtlT
MANLY
'V IGOR
uib y jrn 10,000 sruuM Brcinxs, 0r which 1
VI AN I L II make Buckeye Pile Ointment, W amrb <1 to





You will find the
Superphosphate of
Lia/EE.
A Pure Bone Fertilizer.
pare Blood, Loas of hm-rgy. Par-
tial Impotence, Distressing Sight
Emissions, and many vital evil#
re,,ult'ng from Early Error and
excesses, which, if neglected, end In premature d.-
c!ine, treated with unparalleled aucceua on entirely new
principle*, effecting cure* in n* many dayi a* required
week# under old nauseating and dangerous remedies.
"Treatise on Debility” and list of questions sent in
plain sealed envelope on receipt of two 3c. stamps. 3<*
JV Required until aatisfactorv result# are obtained. Ad-
dress DR. CLEGG, Ui Ur»*d blrtet Bast. DetmlL Bleb.
U Um Cara of Mtaam.
I Hedical nsea of Zloctricitj.
Best Fosas or
ElECTIIC IELTS A VATTEIIIt,
laitraetirn* far talf trtatmcnt by Elettrielly tor Rhsomatism,
N*aral(ia. EpiUpty, Parslyns, Dyipepiii, aod all Ntrvoos
snd Chronic sifsctioo*. Ao illastraisd book af over sixty lar|a
psgss ssat fro* oa racslpt of 3 cent stamp. Addross
ELECTRO-FARADIC BELT CO.v_ St* A 814 Cheatant St., ST. LOUIS, HO.
DR, BUTTS' IHK
XitthliiAidlB47 at 12 N. 8th Stmt, BT. LOUIS, XO.
fTHE PkyslettBS ia chary# of this old and wslt know* insti.
I latioa sr* rtculir (tidualss in medieins snd inr(try. i ear*
'•f BxaerttoMO ia lbs troiUnsnt of Ckroal* l«M*»e, h»v* mad*
thsir sWI sad sbilily SO m«ch s«p*rtor to tbsl of th* ordmiry
practiiiootr, that tbsy hit# acquired a wtioaal rtpulaUoa
throujh thsir Usitmenl of
INftlSCRETION^EXPOSURE
throat, tkla or ki~r. trastsd with tucertt, on KicntiBc pn»
g„, without aim* Mertory or other Poteoaou, Medieins*.
---- ~ --- indlboMof mildl* »«e who »rs luF
ferine from th* sffeeti of Sptrmaior-
th* rrtull of Mlf sbuM In
HEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!
Boot & Kramer.
We respectfully Invite the attention of onr citi-
zens to the stock of goods which wr have opened
one door ea-*t of E. Van der Veen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we offur them.
SJKfSSSSnSoeM, mul t la Tovta
or ticsu lo msturad y tart, sr* pormiotully cured. This dl*.
•sm produeas tome of tbs following t(cet»— «mi,»ioo», btotchsa.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
expert Judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos and
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
Baskets in great variety.
—  — 0 — ̂  —
ALL CHEAP F0(R CASH.
Give us a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich.. June 21. 1879.
Suiaaaa, asiToutuMs, dimastt of si^bt. eougb, udi|t»ii#ii,
juMlintlll*. despondency, roofusiou of Mast, svsnioa lo ro.
ciety, defsetiv* memory, »e*usl eihsastion, impoleuey or loM
of mini? vltoe. which uafttl lb* victim for bui.ne-, or mimti*.






Which hM proved lUelf ahenefactor to farmers
on light sods.
Being Bole Agent In this city for the
Champion Grain Drill
1 Invite the fanners attention to the fact that
with this machine yon can drill in wheat, nre, bar-
ley, oata, corn, beans, peaie, etc., and at the same
time sow your fertilizer, thna saving a vast amount
of labor.




—And a large variety of —
STOVES
For Heating and Cooking purpoecs.
Wm. C. MELIS.
Hollabp. 6cpt. 4, 18B0. 30-tf
PROPRIETORS.
k3i 135 Ionia Si, Grind lipids, M,
We have and keep on hand a large and select
stock of all kinds of
LIQUORS
Of the choicest brands, which we offert to the trade at
LOW FIGURES.
Come and see ns in onr large new store, at Nos.
84 and 38 Ionia street, Grand Kaptds, Mich.
PATIENTS TREATED^
p^^^^^^^^^S^^rolerred^whieb i* »» )-» l*
*d. Liil #f que*,ioo* to be amwered by pitiebU iMMrta| tr*ak.
men) mailed fro* in any addre** on application.
/ t-pr.oa» .atfeHaa from Raptaro •hould road Ibelr aMrow.V
\nnd Irani .omr thin* to tbelr .diaatnjr- 1‘ U*»‘
Lummonicatina* (tnctly confidentUI, ai.d •hould be addrruM
DIL ULTT8, IS North 8th 8t., 8t- Louia, Me.
A lire*, new aud eomplet# Quid* »0 Wed-
lock. eoutaioinc, with m*ny other*, ih* tol
, io» i0( chiptar, : A Competent Womanhood.__ I Selrciinn of VV'fa, TempemnenU, compatible
SB ___________
Sml**l EmMM*?l*r**MiN**, Auntoru S«wiy . PhTtwal Krcay, W«h
.f an 4^.; «« ^ pi— . »FOR to.r de*crib*d book*, nico-
irbS^^MnluTe^onMiuiBr 836 p*T**. »•*
Illurtrat.no*. Th. combtaed volum. i»- p<*M.».ly ‘ho mrot
popular Medical B. oi publi.hod. The au.hoc - »»
TacW pbyticita of mary ̂ ropr.c .cr (a* h well brown),
tod th. alrt*. r-a. ard roU. fw Ia4 d.ro *U1 to frrodrf
np. BUTTS' DISPENSARY
wTIeaiM r»**ltm|
from Impure w*..! amoeiatioo*. aotf-abaw or .exaal uc*****.
fatunti treated hy mul and txprru. Where P—bU, per-
•onal enaiBltition 1* proforrod. which i« fro* aad invited. q»*»-









And Wholesale Dealers In SPICES,
WOODEN WARE, etc.
22 Sonth Division St.
GRAND RAPIDS MICH.
Derrick’s Baking Powder is the most popular
article used at present. If von have not tried it.
then go and ask jour grocer fur it. Ml 8m.
ju<>4 la vfvy mew mam, m4 to
I rt nwhUf rod mrtH iktout/jnnlmi BroMo.
nd their own arug pomon tu
), protluclng (ininism, dizziness,
the ears, heatlache, vertigo, and
rders more formidable than the
frowi Letter* rveviwd fri _
India**. April lllh, WTS—Tbo roroody i* workiH P«rfo«Q^
Had fpil*p*y Iromjjeibn— >for2i*Mjroiy^
Cbtciro. i*r U. irs-l am tbarotuhly *•» %
top. Th- .mroe maat^tbo erontry i« mtun< bettor.
Mitten ri, Sept. It, Ift*.-I rowrod ao mweb Wro#t fctwutks
*t-pp*d Jll apptroat iroabto. bat tb.ro taa wtaoew yat. aad
J wiak yo* would proiwro Ihi* fot for tbo are of that
lowh, Oct. Ktih. IS7*.-I am almort rorprtaed »t rowr fa*-
tillea. Tboy kara worked Ilka •iJh*r, •* * •" (V*
twiet a* r**«h of a mas a* I wa» bffor* takio|. I o* tba
tarn af lb. (rava, I tho*|M. aad lb.ro via W tar* lar ma,
but a*v f am ia rojdMgi^Jwi^^ •'
W„t Virfinia, Au*. 2S, ITS.-l rot.ivad yow mMw. m4
1 belief* it b»» c*r*d me. for which I am vtrr throhM. la-
jsr'n'ir. si T-fri tr. ss,
will **»’ yoa all )h* order, I c*.
From • Bhymieti
Htb, l«.-rM*mt
R Mil HNrfBMS. w
Mliw. J*ro *b,l»*.-ri#a»# forward me at once anotbaf
b*t of lie PartiUe*. Th# p*"**t o* *bom I have oted mo*' of
•nr bo*. In adJnioo to a •amr'* but, ia fart r*cov«rin(, aad I
Una* aartbor winwUnm^i^ir^u^^^^
Vrow* m Druygimt. _ _
Marylaoi, 8*pi. S, t5n.-Urt January ̂
be* *f -our romedyThir on* of oar e.rtoaroi*, and u U» n ad*
, porfro* e >r* rt him. W. boro aarther ertaror now i-flep
ia lb* aom* w*y, ami wrtb by r*'*rn wml *»*• ho * bom
Ague Cure
Is a purely vegetable bitter and power-
ful tonic, and is warranted a speedy and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chills
and Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fe-
ver, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, and all
malarial disorders. In miasmatic dis-
tricts, the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite, nain in the back
and loins, and coldness of the spine and
extremities, are onlv premonitions of
severer symptoms, which terminate in the
ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
and profuse perspiration.
It is a startling fact, that quinine, arse-
nic and other poisonous minerals, form the
basis of most of the "Fever and Ague
Preparations," " Specifics," " Syrups," and
"Tonics," In the market. The prepara-
tions made- from these mineral poisons,
although they are palatable, and may
break the chill, do not cure, hut leave the
malarial a d ison in
the system   '
ringing in the
other diso __
disease they were intended to cure.
Aykk'b Ague Cure thoroughly eradicates
these noxious poisons from the system,
and always cures the severest cases. It
contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing
that could injure the most delicate pa-
tient; and its crowning excellence, above
its certainty to cure, is that It leaves the
system as free from disease as before theattack. v
For Liver Complaints, Ayer’s Ague
Cure, hy direct action on the liver and
biliary apparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stim-
ulates the system to a vigorous, healthy
condition.
We warrant it when taken according to
directions.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. f yer & Co.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Matt.
•OLD BT ALL DHL'OOISTS XTIBTWBIR*.
FOR SALE.a w'-iws
tenamea. f quirt of W, n. WASHER,
Grand RapIda.Mlch
Or Wm. II. Dexino, Holland, Mich. 22-8m
m
